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Abstract
Transition metal complexes that participate in homogeneous reactions often perform the role of a catalyst, facilitating novel
reaction pathways. When these complexes are pushed away from their equilibrium, the arrangement of the coordinating
ligands around the metal center is perturbed and new reaction pathways are opened. By using a light-induced “trigger” to
push the metal complex away from its equilibrium, this process can be initiated with precision. This thesis is concerned
with the theoretical understanding of light-induced “triggered” reactions that generate transient, short-lived photoproducts
in solution, capable of reacting with the surrounding solvent medium. A combination of theoretical and experimental tools
are employed to give precise information about the formation and decay of these transient photoproducts.

In an effort to understand the innate differences between a broad range of transition metal complexes, electron
configurations of the metal and its coordinating ligands are a natural starting point. These distinct electronic structures
define the physical structure of the transition metal complex and explain the reactivity or lack of reactivity of the transition
metal complex. To describe these electronic structures, robust quantum chemistry methods are required. Coinciding with
these methods is a theoretical framework that aims to simulate the evolution of molecules by means of a molecular dynamics
simulation.

The present work involves the study of ironpentacarbonyl or Fe(CO)5 which we use to explain the reactive landscape of
a broad class of carbonyl coordinated transition metal complexes. The part of the thesis devoted to Fe(CO)5 is divided into
distinct sections (i) the short-time (femtosecond-to-picosecond) gas-phase excited state molecular dynamics that produces
the transient species, (ii) the long-time (picosecond-to-nanosecond) liquid-phase ground state molecular dynamics which
describes the intermediates formed by the transient species and (iii) the experimental probes of the former sections. A final
part of the thesis connects carbonyl containing metal complexes to another broad and detailed class of nitrosyl containing
metal complexes.
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1. Introduction

Many important chemical reactions take place in the liquid phase. When
all of the reactants are in the liquid phase, the reaction is termed homoge-
neous. Homogeneous chemical reactions involving transition metal com-
plexes have been at the forefront of modern chemistry in the latter half
of the 20t h century.1 In biology, third-row transition metals participate in
several important reactions namely electron transport in mitochondria fa-
cilitated by iron-sulfur clusters contained in proteins [36]; cobalt contain-
ing corrin complexes in vitamin B12 which act as a coenzyme in enzyme-
catalyzed reactions [47]; and the transport of O2 via an iron porphyrin com-
plex in hemoglobin. [58] With respect to hemoglobin, an open coordina-
tion site on the iron center permits the reversible binding of O2 allowing for
oxygen transport into cells. The resulting Fe-O2 bond can involve several
descriptions of the iron center, Fe(II)-O2 (S=0), Fe(II)-O2 (S=1) or Fe(III)-
O−2 (S=1/2), and involving states of different multiplicity. [58] In the context
of organic synthesis, transition metal complexes are most often associated
with facilitating novel synthetic pathways through catalysis. The addition
of these catalysts to an organic reaction is essential in accelerating reaction
rates, steering chemical selectivity or allowing for the formation and break-
ing of bonds that would otherwise be difficult to achieve under normal re-
action conditions. Two prominent examples of this are the formation of
carbon-carbon (-C=C-) bonds via cross-coupling reactions [43] and the ac-
tivation and functionalization of inert carbon-hydrogen (-C-H) bonds. [17]
In these reactions, the metal center accommodates a change in bonding
through processes that involve ligand exchange or reduction/oxidization
or both. Certain rhodium-carbonyl complexes (Tp*Rh(CO)2) in room tem-
perature alkane solvent have shown the ability to activate C-H bonds. [11]
Here the fully coordinated complex loses a CO ligand in solution to yield a
coordinatively unsaturated2 complex that binds an alkane molecule from
the surrounding solvent via its C-H bond. This three center, two electron
bond forms between the alkane σ-(C-H) orbital and the rhodium metal,
followed by a breaking of the bond via ligand rearrangement on the metal
center. To facilitate this process, the rhodium in its Rh(I) oxidation state is

1Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1963, 1973, 2005, 2010, 2022
2We will use the term “undercoordinated” in this thesis.
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oxidized to Rh(III) resulting from the structural changes around the metal.

To understand how these reactions proceed so that we can improve the
design of better metal catalysts, we need to unambiguously determine the
mechanisms which lead to chemical transformations and describe the struc-
tures (and electronic structures) involved. Encoded within these reactions
are changes in electron configuration, in spin states, in coordination, and
in solvation. These are common ingredients in homogeneous catalysis in-
volving transition metal complexes which need to be disentangled. This is,
however, not easy since many different changes may occur on overlapping
time scales and we do not know when the reaction will begin and at what
times the intermediate steps will occur. For this we seek a “trigger” which
will initiate the reaction. This trigger provides a precise starting point, syn-
chronizing the reaction and allowing for the repeated measurement.

This thesis concerns itself with so-called triggered reactions. In this con-
text, the reaction trigger is an optical (visible to ultraviolet wavelength) ex-
citation which initiates the chemical reaction. This excitation serves as a
starting point for a more general reaction scheme summarized in Scheme. 1.1,
which as shown, describes a complete catalytic process involving a generic
metal catalyst. In the initial step, the metal catalyst exists in a pure solvent
medium or a solution containing an additional reactant molecule. Upon
excitation, the metal catalyst is brought away from its equilibrium struc-
ture and forms a bond with the surrounding molecule(s) to produce a reac-
tion intermediate. In a final step, the newly coordinating molecule under-
goes structural (bond breaking/bond formation) or electronic changes (in-
crease or decrease in total number of electrons) resulting in a new molecule.
The remaining metal catalyst returns to its equilibrium structure.

Light (hν)

Metal Metal Metal

Molecule

Molecule

New
Molecule

Figure 1.1: A general scheme for a metal which participates in a catalytic cy-
cle. The scheme can be divided into three parts (i) the triggered reaction (ii)
the reaction intermediate and (iii) product and recovery of metal catalyst.
Adapted from Ref. [70]with permission from the publisher.

The first part of this scheme is considerably different from the rest, where
it is concerned with femtosecond (fs) to picosecond (ps) excited state dy-
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namics of metal complexes. When these complexes are photoexcited, the
excited state population can decay by the nonradiative processes of in-
ternal conversion (IC) and intersystem crossings (ISC). These states of the
same or different multiplicity form a breakdown of the initial metal com-
plex which results in an intermediate that is undercoordinated, serving as
a starting point for a catalytic reaction. We are interested in the mecha-
nistic steps that lead to the breakdown of the initial metal complex since
they allow us to understand how these undercoordinated complexes are
formed.

The second part of the scheme involves long time (picosecond to nanosec-
ond) dynamics of the undercoordinated complex as it coordinates nearby
solvent molecules. This part of the reaction coordinate is dominated by
bond formation, re-organization of the molecule and ligands around the
metal complex (isomerization). Implicit in the coordination of the metal
complex by the solvent is a necessity to describe the metal-solvent degrees
of freedom.

1.1 Metal carbonyls

The scheme above presents an illustrative picture of the kinds of processes
that we want to study, however, we require a real metal complex. A class
of systems catalyzing/participating in these reactions are transition metal
complexes with coordinating carbonyl ligands. Metal carbonyls have been
studied for their photo-induced reactivity since the 1970s [73] and in the
intermediate years, several trends have been identified. [49; 68] A general
trend observed in metal carbonyls is that irradiation with UV-visible light
results in the sub-picosecond “release” of a CO ligand. The release of CO
from metal carbonyls has been observed in nearly all commonly used sol-
vents in organic synthesis, specifically alcohols (-OH), alkanes (-CH), silanes
(-SiH) and cyclic hydrocarbons (-CH2). [49; 56; 68; 73] Following the ini-
tial photodissociation, these complexes have been shown to form catalyt-
ically reactive intermediates, namely complexes containing rhodium and
iridium that activate C-H bonds [7; 11] and M(CO)6 (M = Cr, Mo, W) re-
actions in alkenes to facilitate cis-trans isomerization and hydrogenation
reactions. [73] At intermediate timescales (fs - ps) some metal carbonyls
exhibit strong spin state interactions that facilitate the coordination of a
solvent molecule or leave the undercoordinated complex inert. [37; 38] In
these systems, the interplay of the spin state dynamics has been debated [14;
23] and discussed [38] as being essential in describing the reactivity of the
intermediate complex.

Within this set of metal carbonyls, ironpentacarbonyl or Fe(CO)5 can be
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considered an ideal system because it exemplifies the aforementioned dy-
namics and reactivity of metal carbonyls. The sub-picosecond dynamics
involve the release of CO in a variety of solvents [8; 53; 61; 62] leading to the
production of Fe(CO)4 in the singlet and triplet states. In order to under-
stand the reaction coordinate of Fe(CO)5, we redefine the scheme in Fig. 1.1
with a system specific overview in Fig.1.2

1Fe(CO)5 ~ 100 fs

hν CO

3Fe(CO)4

50 - 100 ps

R-OH

~ 200 fs
R-OH 1Fe(CO)4-(R-OH)

~ 300 fs

Figure 1.2: A schematic of the possible decay pathways of Fe(CO)5 in an al-
cohol solvent.

The dynamics of Fe(CO)5 are divided into two reaction timescales, short
(< 1 ps) and long (1 ps - 1 ns). In both the gas-phase and in room tempera-
ture alcohols, the short timescale reactions of Fe(CO)5 involve a rapid loss
of a CO ligand. To date, much of the short time dynamics has been stud-
ied exclusively in the gas-phase by a series of studies, [29; 30; 66] yielding
time-constants of the dissociation of Fe(CO)5 into Fe(CO)4.

The liquid phase dynamics are more complicated, involving rapid coordi-
nation of an alcohol solvent within 200 fs in the singlet pathway [34; 71]
that competes with the formation of an unreactive triplet state on a similar
timescale (300 fs). [38; 62] In the singlet state, free Fe(CO)4 is a highly reac-
tive undercoordinated complex [51] that reacts with an available or “token”
solvent molecule that exists nearby. [38] It has been proposed by Besora et
al. [8] that while the triplet state is unreactive, it possibly forms a weak in-
teraction that leads to ISC to form the singlet Fe(CO)4 on the timescale of
50-100 ps.

1.2 This thesis

The structural and electronic changes highlighted above can be consid-
ered fundamental ingredients in transition metal catalysis. The aim of this
thesis is to provide a theoretical understanding of these fundamental in-
gredients through quantum chemical calculations and molecular dynam-
ics simulations. We use the photochemistry of Fe(CO)5 as a template to
discuss the topics and we divide this thesis into the following parts:

• The short time (< 1 ps) dynamics of Fe(CO)5 are summarized from
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Paper I where we simulate gas-phase femtosecond excited state dy-
namics. We relate the results of this study directly to another well-
studied complex chromiumhexacarbonyl or Cr(CO)6 in an effort to
learn the mechanistic pathways that lead to varying dissociation dy-
namics. These results are summarized in Paper II, where we make an
explicit comparison of both systems to the results of a time-resolved
spectroscopy experiment. These studies aim to characterize the ini-
tial photoproduct dynamics that yield undercoordinated metal com-
plexes.

• The long time (1 ps - 1 ns) dynamics of Fe(CO)4 are simulated in bulk
ethanol liquid in the singlet and triplet states to contrast and under-
stand the spin state interactions and solvent dynamics (Paper III).
We relate the structural information from the simulations to the re-
sults of a time-resolved X-ray study of Fe(CO)5 in ethanol. In this sec-
tion we also present the results a time-resolved X-ray study of Cr(CO)6
in octane (Paper IV). These studies aim to characterize the underco-
ordinated metal complexes that react in solution.

• In a final section, we connect the carbonyl ligand to the nitrosyl lig-
and. We summarize Paper V and VI where we present the liquid dy-
namics of the simplest aqueous nitrosyl.
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2. Methods

2.1 The Molecular Schrödinger Equation

A complete quantum mechanical description of all molecular interactions
is given by the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation, here shown in the
time-independent formulation:

ĤΨ = EΨ (2.1)

The molecular Hamiltonian denoted Ĥ operates on the wavefunctionΨ(r, R )
that depends on the spatial positions of both the electrons and nuclei de-
noted by ri and RA , respectively. Here the Hamiltonian is expressed in
atomic units where the mass of the electron me , reduced Planck’s constant
ħh , Bohr radius a0 and electron charge e are four independent units im-
plicitly set to unity. The molecular Hamiltonian describing the kinetic and
potential energies of the electrons and nuclei is given by:

Ĥ = T̂e + T̂N + V̂e e + V̂e N + V̂N N (2.2)

T̂e =−
∑

i

1

2
∇2

i ; T̂N =−
∑

A

1

2MA
∇2

A ; V̂e e =
∑

i< j

1

|ri − r j |

V̂e N =−
∑

A,i

ZA

|ri −RA |
; V̂N N =
∑

A<B

ZAZB

|RA −RB |

(2.3)

Eq. 2.3 provides two kinetic energy and three potential energy terms de-
scribing the kinetic energy of the electrons T̂e , the kinetic energy of the
nuclei T̂N , the Coulombic interactions via the electron-electron repulsion
V̂e e , electron-nuclear attraction V̂e N and nuclear-nuclear repulsion V̂N N .
In the expression of the electronic and nuclear kinetic energies, the Lapla-
cian (∇2) is used to denote the second order partial derivatives of the carte-
sian coordinates, while i and j are used to denote the i t h and j t h electrons
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and A and B are used to denote the At h and B t h nuclei. The solutions to
the total wavefunction are effectively impossible. To facilitate the solution
of Eq. 2.1, and ansatz with a separation of variables into electronic and nu-
clear components is done by considering the Born-Oppenheimer expan-
sion:

Ψ(r, R) =
∑

i

ψi (r; R)χi (R) (2.4)

The separations of the degrees-of-freedom results in the electronic wave-
function ψi having a dependence on electronic coordinates and a para-
metric dependence on nuclear coordinates. Hence the electronic energies
can be solved for a particular nuclear configuration. The motivation for
this ansatz is that the electronic motion is orders of magnitude faster than
nuclear motion due to the mass difference of nuclei and electrons. The
solution of the electronic wavefunctions requires a truncated Hamiltonian
that operates on electronic degrees-of-freedom. The exclusion of the nu-
clear kinetic energy (T̂N ) from the molecular Hamiltonian in Eq. 2.2 results
in the electronic Hamiltonian:

Ĥe = T̂e + V̂e e + V̂e N + V̂N N (2.5)

It follows that the total energy of Ĥe for a particular electronic state (i) is
given by:

Ĥeψi (r; R) = Ei (R)ψi (r; R) (2.6)

The electronic energies are stationary solutions to Eq. 2.6 that are obtained
for each nuclear position resulting in a potential energy surface (PES). Since
the electronic and nuclear degrees-of-freedom are decoupled, this picture
is sufficient for electronic PESs that are well separated and do not cross.
These surfaces are termed adiabatic, where the couplings (described in
Eqs. 2.8-2.10 below) between surfaces are negligible and hence, neglected.
However, it is common for surfaces to cross or have near crossings. In
the former case, if the states that cross have different symmetries, then
their wavefunctions are unaffected by the degeneracy. If the states have the
same symmetry, then they may form so-called avoided crossings, where
the wavefunctions mix and prevent a degeneracy. Following passage through
the avoided crossing, the character of the state described by each wave-
function is changed. In addition to avoided crossings, two electronic states
of the same symmetry may form points of degeneracy referred to as conical
intersections (ConIns). [24] In the vicinity of these crossings, the couplings
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between surfaces become non-negligible, where a dynamical description
of the electronic and nuclear motion is needed. Thus, the full molecu-
lar Hamiltonian including the nuclear kinetic energy operator T̂N must be
used to evaluate the separated wavefunction in Eq. 2.4. Insertion of the
wavefunction in Eq. 2.4 into the time-independent Schrödinger equation
in Eq. 2.1, left-multiplication by ψ j (r, R)∗ and integration over electronic
coordinates to yield:

[T̂N +E j (R)]χ j (R)−
∑

i

Λ j iχi (R) = Eχ j (R) (2.7)

The adiabatic potential energy surfaces (E j ) and the nuclear kinetic en-
ergy operator are accounted for, and the latter also gives a contribution
describing the coupling between the electron and nuclear motion. These
non-adiabatic couplings (Λ j i ) [74] consist of two different components, a
vector (often called derivative coupling (Fj i )) and a scalar (G j i ) contribu-
tion formulated as follows:

Λ j i =
1

2M

�

2Fj i ·∇+G j i

�

(2.8)

Fj i =



ψ j

�

�∇ψi

�

=




ψ j

�

�∇Ĥe

�

�ψi

�

Ei −E j
(2.9)

G j i =



ψ j

�

�∇2ψi

�

(2.10)

The major contribution to Λ j i , the derivative coupling term, Fj i connects
nuclear motion on different electronic surfaces and has an inverse depen-
dence on the difference energy between the two surfaces. In many cases
the difference in energy between the potential energy surfaces E j is large
and hence the couplings are neglected, however, near avoided crossings
the couplings become large as the energy gap tends to zero, while at points
of degeneracy at the ConIn, the couplings are infinite. The minor con-
tribution to Λ j i , the scalar coupling term, G j i effects both the interstate
coupling (i ̸= j ) and provides a correction to the individual state energies
(i = j ). The G j i are small relative to the Fj i and because of the 1

2M factor,
the G j i are typically neglected [15].

The first part of this section will present a survey of the electronic structure
methods used in this thesis. The second part of this section will provide
a description of the ground- and excited-state molecular dynamics tools
which employ some of the electronic structure methods. The last part of
this section will describe the spectroscopic probes that have been used in
this thesis.
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2.2 Electronic Structure Theory

A natural starting point for the discussion of electronic structure theory is
with Hartree-Fock (HF). HF takes the electronic wavefunction in Eq. 2.6 to
be a single Slater determinant composed of 1-electron spin-orbitals (φi (r) =
ψi (r)ω) containing a both a spatial (ψi (r)) and spin function i.e. ω=α for
“up-spin” or ω = β for “down-spin”. Since electrons are fermions with an
intrinsic spin, the Slater determinant is chosen such that the trial wave-
function obeys the Pauli exclusion principle, whereby the exchange of any
two electrons results in the change of sign of the wavefunction.

In practice, the HF molecular orbitals are often expanded in terms of atom
centered basis functions (χν(r)):

φi (r) =
Nb a s i s
∑

ν

= ciνχν(r) , (2.11)

where the coefficients (ciν) multiplying the atom centered basis functions.
With a wavefunction ansatz taken to be a single Slater determinant, the
wavefunction (and thereby orbital coefficients) is optimized variationally
with respect to the E0. This corresponds to finding the lowest eigenvalue
of Eq. 2.6 to yield a total energy that is an upper bound to the exact energy
(E0) for a chosen 1-electron basis. However the minimization of the E0 is
reformulated into a pseudo-eigenvalue equation of the Fock-operator (F̂ ),
which has the orbitals energies as eigenvalues. The difference between the
exact energy and the energy from the HF wavefunction is termed correla-
tion energy (Ecorr) and defined as: [39]

Ecorr = E0−EH F . (2.12)

The source of the correlation energy is in approximations made in the form
of the HF wavefunction. The HF implies that each electron is only expe-
riencing an average potential energy of all other electrons, often termed
a mean field approximation. This assumption is approximate since elec-
trons interact with each other through instantaneous electrostatic interac-
tions (i.e. by 1/rij). The HF wavefunction is taken to be a single Slater de-
terminant which is often sufficient to describe molecules near their equi-
librium structures. However, as bonds become stretched to the point of
dissociation, additional electron configurations are needed to correctly de-
scribe the electronic wavefunction of the system made up from the frag-
ments.
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2.2.1 Wavefunction theory

The use of a single Slater determinant has been discussed above as a source
of correlation energy, particularly in the context of forming and breaking
bonds where more electron configurations are needed. By taking the 1-
electron spin orbitals obtained from the HF wavefunction i.e. a single Slater
determinant, the wavefunction can be expressed in terms of more electron
configurations. This is accomplished by taking the optimized HF wave-
function as a reference wavefunction (Φ0) and including all possible ex-
cited determinants formed within the basis spanned by the 1-electron spin
orbitals. The linear combination of excited determinants is referred to as
configuration interaction (CI) [22]

�

�ψ
�

= c0 |Φ0〉+
∑

r,a

c r
a

�

�Φr
a

�

+
∑

a<b
r<s

c r s
a b

�

�Φr s
a b

�

+
∑

a<b<c
r<s<t

c r s t
a b c

�

�Φr s t
a b c

�

+ · · · . (2.13)

The first term in the sum corresponds to the reference determinantΦ0 (the
optimized HF wavefunction) and an associated expansion coefficient c0.
Singly excited determinants and coefficients are denoted Φr

a and cr
a, re-

spectively. Here the Φr
a denotes a excited determinant with an excitation

from an occupied 1-electron orbital φa to an unoccupied orbital φr . This
notation is extended to doubly, triply · · · N-tuply excited determinants. For
each excitation order, the summation indices e.g. a < b and r < s , ensure
that only unique determinants are considered in the sum.

The wavefunction expansion in the limit of all N-tuple excitations, as shown
in Eq. 2.13, is referred to as the “full CI” wavefunction. For an a complete
basis set, which would require an infinite number of basis functions, the
full CI wavefunction would require an infinite number of excitations. For
the occupied and unoccupied orbitals that are complete the 1-electron ba-
sis set, the solution of the electronic Schrödinger results in the exact en-
ergy.

With the exception of a few molecules containing few electrons or a small
1-electron basis, the full CI energy is unattainable. The linear combination
of determinants constructing the wavefunction expansion is often trun-
cated to lower order excitations of singly, CI singles (CIS) or singly and dou-
bly, CI singles-doubles (CISD). For bound molecules in near their equilib-
rium geometry, the ground state description is improved by incorporating
the doubles contribution to the wave function.

Much of this thesis involves the study of molecular fragmentation i.e bond
breaking, which the truncation schemes such as CISD are insufficient in
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describing for reasons related to size consistency (EAB ̸= EA + EB, the en-
ergies of fragments A and B). [52] We overcome this particular limitation
of the truncated CI wavefunction by considering a subset of chemically
meaningful and energetically relevant molecular orbitals. Within this or-
bital subspace all possible excited determinants are included, without trun-
cating the excitation order. This “multiconfigurational” treatment of the
wavefunction is generalized by the multiconfigurational self consistent field
(MCSCF) method. [69] In MCSCF, these coefficients of the 1-electron atomic
orbital basis functions, ciν, and the determinant expansion coefficients in
Eq. 2.13 are simultaneously optimized. This offers an improvement to the
ground state energy but also results in the re-optimization of the orbital
coefficients and generates a new set of molecular orbitals.

In practice, the selection of the molecular orbital subspace (denoted an ac-
tive space) is arbitrary. While there are methods which can identify orbital
subspaces based on the density matrix [33] the straightforward selection
of an orbital subspace relies on a general chemical intuition. In many or-
ganic molecules and transition metal complexes, the chemical bonding in-
cludes bonding σ and π orbitals and the anti-bonding σ∗ and π∗ pairs of
orbitals. To describe bond-breaking, the σ/σ∗ pairs are most important,
however, these are often energetically lower/higher than the highest occu-
pied/lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals and it is customary to include
any energetically relevant pairs of π/π∗ orbitals. For the calculation of ex-
cited states, this is not generally applicable. Instead the occupied and un-
occupied orbitals are selected such that excitations between these orbitals
can form the excited states of interest.

A common approach to MCSCF is the complete active space self-consistent
field (CASSCF) [60]method which partitions the occupied and unoccupied
orbitals into subspaces shown as shown in Fig. 2.1.

In Fig. 2.1(a), the CASSCF wavefunction is partitioned into a frozen, inac-
tive, active and secondary subspace. The frozen subspace often contains
core-orbitals from all atoms in the molecule which do not participate in
bonding and are not re-optimized. The active subspace is selected as de-
scribed above, where a subset of chemically meaningful and energetically
relevant molecular orbitals are chosen. The inactive subspace contains
the remaining occupied molecular orbitals that are included in the op-
timization procedure but which are left to be fully occupied. Similarly,
the secondary subspace contains all of the remaining unoccupied orbitals
which are determined to not improve the description of the existing active
space.

In a final extension on the method, the active space can be additionally
partitioned to yield the restricted active space self-consistent field (RASSCF)
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CASSCF RASSCF

SECONDARY

ACTIVE

INACTIVE

FROZEN

RAS3

RAS2

RAS1

Figure 2.1: The description of the complete active space self-consistent field
(CASSCF) and restricted active space self-consistent field (RASSCF) method.
For CASSCF, all excitations occurring only within the active space are per-
mitted. In RASSCF, the RAS1 subspace allows for at most n-holes allowing for
excitations into RAS2 and RAS3. The RAS3 subspace allows for n-electrons.
Figure adapted from Ref [59].

wavefunction shown in In Fig. 2.1(b). We can view RASSCF as a restriction
to CASSCF, such that we are able to pick the most important excitations in
an otherwise too large CASSCF wavefunction. The active space in Fig. 2.1(a)
is further partitioned into RAS1, RAS2 and RAS3, where RAS1 is allowed to
have at most n-holes allowing for excitations into RAS2 and RAS3, while
RAS3 is allowed to have at most n-electrons allowing for the excitations
from RAS1 and RAS2. RAS2 allows for all possible excitations within the
active space. This partitioning is used in order to calculate core-level spec-
tra, where the core orbitals are placed in the RAS1 subspace and the option
to further partition the valence orbital subspaces into RAS2 and RAS3. This
method is employed in Openmolcas, where the highly excited states (HEXS)
restriction is used to allow us to reach the core-level excitations without
having to calculate all of the valence excitations.
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2.2.2 Perturbation theory

The CASSCF wavefunction offers a significant improvement over HF with
respect to the accurate description of bond breaking and fragmentation.
Despite this, the overall description of Ecorr lacks the inclusion of an instan-
taneous electron-electron interaction. To correct for these interactions,
the optimized CASSCF wavefunction is often used as a reference wavefunc-
tion in a truncated CI expansion termed a multireference configuration in-
teraction (e.g. MRCISD) or as a reference wavefunction in a perturbative
approach called CASPT2. [3; 4] In the latter, the CASSCF wavefunction is
used in a Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory (RSPT) much like the
HF reference is used in Møller-Plesset perturbation theory to second or-
der (MP2). In CASPT2, the Hamiltonian is partitioned into a zeroth-order
Hamiltonian (H0) plus a perturbation V:

H =H0+λ V (2.14)

In MP2, the zeroth-order Hamiltonian is taken to be a one-electron Fock
operator (F̂ ), operating on the HF orbitals which are eigenfunctions of F̂ ,
the Fock operator. In CASSCF, there is an inherent multiconfigurational
wavefunction which contains a partially open-shell character, even for a
closed shell system. The orbitals obtained from the CASSCF calculation
are no longer the same as those obtained in HF and the matrix being diago-
nalized by F̂ no longer has molecular orbital energies as eigenvalues, since
the orbitals are different and since there are many determinants in CASSCF.
In CASPT2 the description of the zeroth-order Hamiltonian contains on-
diagonal terms related to the reference wavefunction and off-diagonal terms
that need to be included:

Ĥ =
�

�Ψ (0)
�


Ψ (0)
�

� F̂
�

�Ψ (0)
�


Ψ (0)
�

�+
∑

i , j

|Ψi 〉 〈Ψi | F̂
�

�Ψ j

�

〈Ψi | (2.15)

where Ψ (0) is the CASSCF reference wavefunction and the Ψi and Ψ j corre-
spond to configurations produced by excitations from, for example RAS2 to
the secondary subspace or to RAS2 from the inactive subspace. A common
problem with CASPT2 is the presence of “intruder states” which arise due
to orbitals which are nearly degenerate to those within the active space.
This gives an eigenvalue of Ĥ0 which is degenerate with the reference state
energy E0 i.e. the CASSCF energy. The solution to the intruder state prob-
lem within CASPT2 has been to apply a level shift to increase the orbital en-
ergy gap between the inactive and active space orbitals. This arbitrary shift
has been shown to effect the state energies of the ground and excited states
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of organic chromophores [75] and lacks a universality for the type of system
being studied. To remedy this, an alternative definition of the zeroth-order
Hamiltonian by Dyall [25] results in the second-order N-electron valence
state perturbation theory (NEVPT2) method which does not require a level
shift, at the cost of accuracy when compared to CASPT2. We use NEVPT2
extensively in Paper V and Paper VI.

2.2.3 Density functional theory

The CASPT2, NEVPT2 (and MRCISD) methods are accurate and versatile
methods in quantum chemistry, but are computationally very demanding.
Hence, alternative formulations are desirable. In a different formulation of
electronic structure theory, the electronic densityρ(r ) is used as a variable
which reduces the degrees-of-freedom from a 3N dimensional problem to
a 3-dimensional problem of cartesian components. Here the electron den-
sity is defined as:

ρ(r ) =N

∫

· · ·
∫

ψ(r1, r2, · · · , rN )
∗ψ(r1, r2, · · · , rN ) d r2 · · ·d rN . (2.16)

Hohenberg and Kohn showed that the ground state density uniquely de-
fines the ground state energy. [31]Using this ground state density to deter-
mine the ground state energy of a system is the domain of density func-
tional theory (DFT). In DFT the total energy is represented in terms of the
density function ρ(r ) and hence the term “density functional”. The total
energy expressed in terms of the density is as follows:

E [ρ(r )] = T [ρ(r )]+U [ρ(r )]+V [ρ(r )] , (2.17)

where T [ρ(r )] is the kinetic energy of the electrons, U [ρ(r )] is the electron-
electron interaction energy and V [ρ(r )] is the energy of the electrons inter-
acting with the external potential (from nuclei). The first two terms can be
grouped together to form the “universal functional” which is the same for
a specific number of electrons while the latter term is system specific and
depends explicitly on the position of the nuclei. A central problem of DFT
is that this universal functional is shown to exist but we do not know the
functional form, therefore approximations are necessary. One approach
is given by Kohn-Sham DFT (KS-DFT) which re-introduces molecular or-
bitals in order to better approximate the kinetic energy functional. The
density in Eq. 2.16 (in Slater determinant form) of Kohn-Sham spin-orbitals
is expressed as the squares of the orbitalsρ =

∑

i |φi |2. The non-interacting
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case allows for the explicit definition of the kinetic energy term based on
the Kohn-Sham orbitals:

Ts =−
1

2

∑

i




φi

�

�∇2
�

�φi

�

. (2.18)

total (electronic) energy in the Kohn-Sham formulation:

E [ρ] = Ts [ρ] +Ee N [ρ] + J [ρ] +Ex c [ρ] , (2.19)

where J [ρ] is the expression of the classical Coulomb repulsion (including
a self-interaction):

J [ρ] =
1

2

∫ ∫

ρ(r1)ρ(r2)
|r1− r2|

d r1d r2 , (2.20)

where Ee N [ρ] is the energy of the electrons interacting with the external
potential (from nuclei):

Ee N [ρ] =

∫

Ve x tρ(r )d r (2.21)

and where Ex c is the exchange-correlation functional defined as:

Ex c [ρ] = (T [ρ]−Ts [ρ]) + (Ve e [ρ]− J [ρ]) . (2.22)

Ex c contains differences in kinetic energy and electron interaction energy
arising from the approximate expressions in the Ts and J functionals. Ex c

is formally exact but the functional form is unknown, while other terms
are approximate but the functional forms are known. The KS energy and
orbitals are determined variationally by minimization with respect to the
density δE

δρ = 0 and with respect to the individual Kohn-Sham orbitals δE
δφ =

0. The non-interacting kinetic energy term (Ts ) and an “effective potential”
that depends purely on the density forms the Kohn-Sham equivalent of the
Fock operator in HF and the corresponding pseudo-eigenvalue equation
allows for determining the Kohn-Sham orbitals:

[−
1

2
∇2+ ve x t + vc o ul + vx c ]φi = εiφi . (2.23)
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Here ve x t =−
∑

i ,A
ZA
|ri−RA | and vc o ul =

∫ ρ(r2)
|r1−r2|d r2 comes from the derivative

of Ee N and J [ρ] with respect to the density of ρ(r1). Similarly, exchange-
correlation potential vx c is introduced as:

vx c =
δEx c

δρ
, (2.24)

the functional derivative of Ex c . In KS-DFT, the central point is the deter-
mination of Ex c .

To determine a functional form of Ex c , a systematic approach begins with
a simple model of the density and adds more complexity to better approx-
imate Ex c (referred to as a “Jacob’s ladder” approach). This approach be-
gins with the simplest approximation of evaluating the Ex c functional as
an integral of local energies that are simply functions of the local density at
each point, termed the local density approximation (LDA). LDA functionals
are the most crude approximation to Ex c the functionals used in this the-
sis begin at higher “rungs” on this ladder. The first extension on the LDA
approximation is to include corrections coming from the local gradient of
the density (∇ρ) termed the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). In
this thesis, the BP86 and BLYP GGA functionals are used primarily in deter-
mining the DFT energies for the liquid molecular dynamics simulations. A
higher order approximation is done by including HF exchange to give the
hybrid functionals. The TPSSh functional has been extensively used in this
thesis for optimizing all of the isolated metal complexes. This is primarily
because TPSSh has been demonstrated to provide accurate bond lengths
and angles in comparison to empirically determined values. [32]
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2.2.4 Coupled cluster theory

The coupled cluster description of the ground state wavefunction is ex-
pressed as an exponential cluster operator (e T̂ ) acting on a reference wave-
function (typically the HF wavefunction, denoted Φ0):

�

�ψ
�

= e T̂ |Φ0〉 (2.25)

The cluster operator T̂ generates excitations from the reference wavefunc-
tion Φ0 according to excitation order (1, 2, . . . , N):

T̂ = T̂1+ T̂2+ · · ·+ T̂N =
∑

a ,i

c a
i Φ

a
i +
∑

a b ,i j

c a b
i j Φ

a b
i j + . . . (2.26)

where N denotes the number of electrons. The total cluster operator (T̂ )
is expanded in terms of the excitation operators (T̂1+ T̂2+ · · ·+ T̂N ) and the
corresponding cluster coefficients (c a ...

i ... ) termed cluster amplitudes. The
coupled cluster ground state energy (EC C ) is obtained by projection of the
inverse of the exponential operator and the electronic Hamiltonian onto
the exponential ansatz in Eq. 2.25:

e −T̂ Ĥe e T̂Φ0 = EC CΦ0 . (2.27)

The cluster amplitudes are similarly obtained by projection onto a space
by excited determinants:

¬

Φa b ...
i j ...

�

�

�e −T̂ Ĥe e T̂Φ0

¶

= 0 (2.28)

Without truncation, the exponential ansatz is formally equivalent to the
full CI expansion. At a given level of truncation e.g. single doubles trun-
cation, the coupled cluster ansatz by definition includes more correlation
to any order of truncation. For example, combinations of doubly excited
determinants (Φa b

i j ) results in quadruple, hextuple and higher order exci-
tations.

A common truncation in coupled cluster is CCSD(T), where the (T) de-
notes that the triples contribution is estimated by many-body perturbation
theory. [55]Despite this approximation, the CCSD(T) wavefunction scales
by N 7 for the number of basis functions. For metal complexes with an ap-
propriate basis set e.g. Fe(CO)5 using the def2-TZVP basis, these computa-
tions are prohibitive. Recently, computational efficiency has been accom-
plished by the domain-based local pair natural orbital (DLPNO) variant
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of the standard CCSD(T). Here localized molecular orbitals are expressed
in terms of a pair density matrix spanned by the pair densities of the or-
bitals. The matrix that is diagonalized produces the “pair-natural orbitals”
(PNOs) [35]with occupation numbers and coefficient weights. By discard-
ing PNOs with a low coefficient weight, the CCSD(T) expansion can be sig-
nificantly reduced in size. In Paper III and IV, the DLPNO-CCSD(T) varia-
tion is extensively used in order to provide benchmark energies of the metal
complexes and their isomers.

2.2.5 Summary of electronic structure methods

In the preceding sections, a formal introduction of the electronic struc-
ture methods have been presented. It is worth stating the usability of each
method as they pertain to molecular dynamics simulations and the calcu-
lation of experimental observables. Table. 2.1 provides a summary of the
use of each electronic structure method in this thesis.

energies gradients MD

HF (CASSCF, NEVPT2) ✓ ✓ ✓(with approximations)
DFT ✓ ✓ ✓(with approximations)
CCSD (DLPNO, (T)) ✓ ✗ ✗

Table 2.1: Summary of the electronic methods employed in this thesis along
with the applicability of each method.

The basic requirement fulfilled by all electronic structure methods used
in this thesis is that they provide ground state energies. It is, however, not
guaranteed that all methods are capable of providing excited state energies
or gradients based on those energies within the framework of the quantum
chemistry codes used. In this thesis the general workflow of the isolated
complexes (i.e. a single metal complex without solvent) involves optimiza-
tion with the TPSSh exchange-correlation functional. Using TPSSh opti-
mized structure, we often need to understand the degree of multiconfigu-
rational character with CASSCF and obtain benchmark energies within the
DLPNO-CCSD(T) framework. In the molecular dynamics simulations, the
expensive CASSCF, NEVPT2 and TDDFT energies and gradients are used
for the isolated gas-phase simulations. For the liquid simulations, DFT is
exclusively used in this thesis.
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2.3 Nuclear Motion

In the description of the total wavefunction in Eq. 2.1, the nuclear and elec-
tronic degrees-of-freedom were factorized (Eq. 2.4) in order to approach
the problem of finding solutions to Eq. 2.1. As a basis for the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation, it was assumed that given the large mass difference be-
tween the electrons and nuclei, their motions would occur on different
timescales. This was because of the Born-Oppenheimer expansion and
definition of the electronic Hamiltonian, which made it possible to calcu-
late potential energy surfaces at fixed nuclear geometries. Based on this
ansatz and the potential energy surfaces derived from varying the nuclear
geometry, it would it would also be possible to evolve a nuclear wavefunc-
tion to account for nuclear quantum effects. However, for large nuclei, the
nuclear quantum effects are small relative to thermal effects at ambient
temperatures.

In the molecular dynamics methods used in this thesis, the nuclei motion
is governed by a numerical integration of Newton’s equations-of-motion,
evolving according to the gradient of the electronic potential energy sur-
faces. The distinction is made here between the two dynamics methods
employed in this thesis: ground state molecular dynamics (GSMD) evolv-
ing on a single adiabatic potential energy surface and excited state molec-
ular dynamics (ESMD) evolving on an arbitrary excited state adiabatic po-
tential energy surface with non-adiabatic couplings mediating dynamics
between surfaces. In the GSMD simulations employed here, a periodic
liquid-phase system is evolved to study liquid dynamics in equilibrium.
In the ESMD simulations employed here, an single molecule is evolved to
study non-equilibrium gas-phase dynamics.

2.3.1 Ground state molecular dynamics

Ground state molecular dynamics (GSMD) involves the dynamics of a molec-
ular system in the electronic ground state. There are few ingredients that
are needed to simulate a molecular system of N-atoms for a time t. The ba-
sic structure of a GSMD simulation is illustrated in the following scheme:

For large molecular systems, the calculation of the potential energy sur-
face and forces that guide the nuclei present the computational bottle-
neck in the simulation. To date, this has been circumvented by a molecular
mechanics (MM) approach [12; 19] which derives functional forms of the
intra- and inter-molecular potential energies between atoms in molecules.
The potential energy is expressed as the sum of paramaterized potential
energy functions of the bonds, angles, torsions and non-bonded pairs in
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Algorithm 1 Basic MD algorithm adapted from Ref. [28]

call init() ▷ Initialize position and momenta (R, p)
while t0 < t < t f i na l do

call energy() ▷ Calculate the potential energy Ep o t

call force() ▷ Calculate the forces from potential energy −d E
d R

call integrate() ▷ Integrate Newton’s equations-of-motion.
t = t +∆t ▷ Take step forward in time.

end while

the form of a “force field” library. The functions and paramaterizations
are determined empirically or from high-level electronic structure calcu-
lations. These approaches are computationally efficient, applicable to a
variety of system sizes (single molecules to proteins) and because of the
reduced cost can be used to propagate a molecular dynamics simulation
from the picosecond to microsecond timescale. [12; 19]While these meth-
ods are amenable to many system sizes and timescales, the parameteriza-
tion prevents a universal approach for bonding between atoms that are not
known a priori. In the following section, we consider molecular dynamics
simulation with energies and forces determined from electronic structure
methods, termed “ab initio” molecular dynamics (AIMD).

Ab initio MD

In an AIMD simulation, electronic structure calculations are performed at
each time step to determine the ground state energy and derive the forces
that guide the nuclei. Restricting the dynamics to the an arbitrary adia-
batic electronic state results in Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics
(BOMD). The BOMD energies are obtained from the electronic structure
calculations by solving the time-independent Schrödinger equation in Eq. 2.5,
while the nuclei are evolved classically. Hence the calculation of the PES
is done for each nuclear displacement in time. While it is beneficial to
have more accurate PESs obtained from electronic structure, BOMD suf-
fers from computational costs due to computational scaling with the num-
ber of particles. Furthermore, since the energy is minimized for Eq. 2.5 at
each nuclear displacement, BOMD suffers from a global energy drift when
the electronic structure does not converge properly [1; 46].

An alternative, Car-Parrinello MD (CPMD) [13] has been used which does
not fully converge the electronic wavefunction at each timestep. Instead
the wavefucntion is converged at the first time step and the orbital coef-
ficients are evolved as classical variables. This allows the wavefunction
to be approximately optimized along the trajectory without having to do
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the SCF iterations. The formulation of CPMD is done by using a plane
wave (PW) basis and pseudopotentials in DFT. The PW basis has typically
been applied to periodic systems such as metals and crystal lattices, how-
ever, because of the periodic nature of the GSMD simulation using periodic
boundary conditions (PBCs), the PW basis is used. The CPMD algorithm is
accomplished by including fictitious masses for the electronic degrees of
freedom. If the fictitious mass is small, a very small timestep is needed but
a good accuracy in the wavefunction is obtained. Increasing the fictitious
mass is needed in order to be able to use large time steps, however, if ficti-
tious masses approach that of the nuclei, the large temperature difference
between the nuclei and coefficients breaks down and the previously opti-
mized wavefunction is no longer optimized. In effect it provides a separa-
tion between the two degrees of freedom (electronic and nuclear) resulting
in the adiabatic energy. [9]We use CPMD to perform the MD simulations
in Paper V and Paper VI.
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2.3.2 Excited state molecular dynamics

In excited state molecular dynamics (ESMD) the relative energies and cross-
ings of ground and excited state PESs determine the outcome of a pho-
tochemical or photophysical reaction. Unlike GSMD, there are points in
which surfaces cross and the non-adiabatic couplings (Λ j i ) from Eq. 2.8 be-
come large. This coincides with the breakdown of Born-Oppenheimer ap-
proximation when nuclear motion on different potential energy surfaces is
coupled. The result is a non-radiative process that acts as a “funnel” to me-
diate population transfer between the adiabatic electronic states. To un-
derstand when these non-radiative processes occur and the mechanisms
that lead to population transfer, an ESMD simulation is needed. For this we
consider the surface hopping algorithm detailed in the forthcoming sec-
tion.

The Surface Hopping Algorithm

The surface hopping algorithm is referred to as a semi-classical approach
whereby the nuclei are treated classically, evolving according to Newton’s
equations-of-motion and the electronic degrees-of-freedom are calculated
by electronic structure methods. Additionally, a set of electronic coeffi-
cients are propagated so that they can be used to determine the hopping
probability between electronic states. A popular implementation of the
surface hopping algorithm is the fewest switches surface hopping (FSSH)
algorithm [67] which makes use of a fixed number of trajectories that are
propagated in time. The initial set of trajectories are independently prop-
agated, obtaining electronic structure information on-the-fly and stochas-
tically hopping between PESs when the coupling becomes large. The cri-
teria for the hopping probability uses the electronic coefficients to evalu-
ate a random number generator and screen the hop to another state. The
basic algorithm for the FSSH in Algorithm 2 is similar to the GSMD Algo-
rithm 1.

In the energy() and force() routines, these follow from the electronic struc-
ture calculation and the gradient routines in the program. The coupling is
more difficult to define since many methods do not have analytic solutions
for the non-adiabatic couplings defined in Eq. 2.8. This is true for excited
state energies based on a linear response of the ground state DFT energy
i.e. time-dependent DFT (TDDFT). To address this, consider first the rep-
resentation of the electronic wavefunction in the FSSH ansatz:

�

�ψ(r, t ; R)
�

=
∑

i

ci (t )
�

�ψi (r; R)
�

(2.29)

where ci (t )are the time-dependent coefficients multiplying each basis state
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Algorithm 2 Basic surface hopping algorithm

call init() ▷ Initialize position and momenta (R,p)
while t0 < t < t f i na l do

call energy() ▷ Calculate the energies (Ei )
call force() ▷ Calculate forces from potential energy −d Ei

d R
call coupling() ▷ Calculate couplings
call coeff() ▷Determine electronic coefficients for the active state Ei

call hop() ▷Determine hopping probability
if hop() = True then

Hop from Ei to E j

else
Remain on Ei

end if
call integrate() ▷ Integrate Newton’s equations-of-motion.
call update() ▷Update electronic coefficients for the active state Ei

t = t +∆t ▷ Take step forward in time.
end while

functionψi (r; R)which are chosen to be the adiabatic electronic states from
an electronic structure calculation. In FSSH the coefficients are solved by
inserting Eq. 2.29 into the TDSE to obtain:

∂

∂ t
c j =−
∑

i

�

i

ħh
H j i +K j i

�

ci (2.30)

The H j i return the adiabatic potential energy surface matrix elements, while
the K j i are the coupling matrix elements, typically taken to be the non-
adiabatic couplings Λ j i . To obtain the coefficients c (t +∆t ), Eq. 2.30 is
integrated with respect to time.

The solution of the coefficients is necessary because of their use in deter-
mining the hopping probability, however, since many methods cannot cal-
culate the couplings, approximations are made. For this the wavefunction
overlap (WO) method has been chosen to approximately obtain the Λ j i

from wavefunction overlaps [50]:

K j i (t +∆t )≈
1

2∆t
(



ψ j (t )
�

�ψi (t +∆t )
�

−



ψ j (t +∆t )
�

�ψi (t )
�

) (2.31)

The wavefunction overlap has been used in Paper I and II for FSSH dynam-
ics simulation with energies and gradients from TDDFT. The term fewest
switches was introduced so that the hopping does not occur too frequently.

If the electronic coefficients do not change, then the trajectory does not
hop. However, if the coefficients change at the next time step, then the
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probability to hop is given by:

pi→(t ) = 1−
|ci (t +∆t )|2

|ci (t )|2
(2.32)
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2.4 Spectroscopy

The theoretical understanding of the reactivity of Fe(CO)5 in this thesis is
motivated by current experimental collaboration and the established ex-
perimental body of work. We often attempt to relate the insights gained
from electronic structure calculations and molecular dynamics simulations
to real chemical systems via the calculation of experimental probes. In
the forthcoming section, the essential concepts of X-ray spectroscopy and
photoelectron spectroscopy are introduced so that the theoretical contri-
bution to the experimentally driven studies in Paper II and Paper IV can
be detailed later.

2.4.1 Spectroscopic probes

The core-level excitations are classified by which core-orbital the incom-
ing X-ray photon interacts with. Excitations are grouped according to the
principle quantum number n, which for n= 1, 2, 3, 4 is denoted the K, L, M,
N-edges. [6] For n=1 there is only the 1s core orbital and the orbital angu-
lar momentum l=0, therefore, all 1s orbitals are given the strict letter K. For
lower binding energy core-orbitals such as the n=2, with values of l=0, 1,
the 2s and 2p orbitals give the L1 (2s), L2 (2p1/2) and L3 (2p3/2), respectively.
The subscripts on the 2p denote the L-S or Russel Saunders coupling aris-
ing from the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) of the intrinsic spin (+1/2, -1/2) of
the electron and the orbital angular momentum components. [5] This cor-
responds to L=1 and S=+1/2, -1/2 which yield J = |L−S|, L+S of 1/2 and
3/2. The same rules apply to the M and N-edges, however, only the K and
L-edges are employed in spectroscopic probes in this thesis. Based on the
defined excitation levels, X-ray spectroscopic processes can be classified
in terms of whether the incoming or “incident” photon results in a core
excitation or a core-ionization.

X-ray absorption spectroscopy:

In the following section, the differences between the spectroscopic meth-
ods are detailed beginning with X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). [64]
Fig. 2.2(a) shows the basic XAS scheme.

In XAS, a resonant excitation occurs when the incident photon energy matches
the gap electronic states, associated with a transition between a core-orbital
and an unoccupied valence orbital below the continuum or the excitation
goes into the continuum. This gives information about the orbital occu-
pancies (oxidation states) in the valence molecular orbitals and spin state
information. The excitation of an electron to an unoccupied valence or-
bital results in a core-hole state which is highly unstable due to the ab-
sence of an electron in the core orbital. The core-hole broadening (Γ f ) re-
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a b c

ωin=X-ray

continuum

Γf

ωout

Figure 2.2: (a) A core orbital absorbs an X-ray photon (ωi n ) which excited it to
a unoccupied valence orbital below the continuum. (b) the core-excited state
decays via an Auger-Meitner process which results in the filling of the core-
orbital and the ejection of an electron from a higher l orbital. (c) the core-
excited state decays via the filling of the core-orbital by a valence electron.
The result is the emission of a photon of light (ωo u t ).

lated to the lifetime of the core hole state is short e.g. 4 fs for the O K-edge
in CO or 11 fs for the Fe L3-edge in atomic iron. [6] This means that the
core-hole state decays rapidly by a valence-electron falling down into the
core-orbital and does so via two pathways: ejection of a secondary pho-
toelectron by an Auger-Meitner process Fig. 2.2(b) or by fluorescence. For
low Z elements, the process of Auger-Meitner decay dominates and occurs
when an valence electron fills the core-hole, resulting in the ejection of a
secondary electron. For higher Z elements, fluorescence dominates with
the emission of a photon.

To obtain the XAS spectra, a spectrum of wavelengths are scanned and
the absorption coefficient ε(ω) is measured according to the Beer-Lambert
Law:

A(ω) = ε(ω)c d = ln(
I0

IT
) . (2.33)

A(ω) is the absorbance which measures the absorption of monochromatic
light by the sample of concentration c and with path length d. In doing
so, the absorbance relates the attenuation of light through the sample to
the properties of the sample. [65] What is measured is the incident X-ray
signal (I0) and the transmitted X-ray signal (IT) after passing through the
sample. In the case of the experiments in this thesis, the sample includes
both the metal complex and the solvent. The total absorption coefficient
ε(ω) is calculated by Fermi’s Golden Rule:
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ε(ω)≈
∑

f

|



f
�

�Ĥi n t |i 〉 |2×
Γ f /2π

(E f −Ei −ħhω)2+ Γ 2
f /4

(2.34)

For a set of final states



f
�

�, the transition from the initial state is deter-

mined. The final states



f
�

� have energy E f , the initial state |i 〉 has energy
Ei and the incident X-ray has energy ħhω. The final state (the core-hole ex-
cited state) has a finite lifetime with the core-hole broadening Γ f described
above. The transition from the initial state to final state is described by the
interaction Hamiltonian Ĥint approximated by the dipole approximation
(typically sufficient for soft X-rays) or a higher order approximation like
the dipole-quadrupole approximation.

For the transition to be allowed, the angular momentum must change by
∆l = ±1. With metal complexes involving the d-orbitals, excitation from
the 1s→3d (∆l = 2) is forbidden in the dipole approximation but allowed
within the dipole-quadrupole approximation. For the metal 2p→3d L-edge
spectroscopy used in the experiments presented in this thesis, the change
in angular momentum is∆l =±1. These allowed L-edge transitions have a
greater intensity but also offer a better resolution due to a smaller core-hole
lifetime broadening when compared to the metal K-edge spectra. [21]

Instead of measuring the transmission signal (IT ), the secondary processes
of Auger-Meitner and fluorescence Fig. 2.2(b) and Fig. 2.2(c), respectively,
can be measured. In Auger-Meitner decay in Fig. 2.2(b), the outgoing pho-
toelectron scatters off nearby electrons, resulting in the ejection of a sec-
ondary electron. The outgoing electrons are measured and give a total
electron yield (TEY) which can be used as an indirect and approximate
measure of the transmission XAS signal, which for many systems is more
challenging to measure directly. In the fluorescence decay in Fig. 2.2(c),
the filling of the core-hole results in the emission of a photon which can be
measured in the total fluorescence yield (TFY), another indirect measure
of XAS. For this process, there exists an intermediate state (n) decays to the
final valence-excited state. Here the scattering cross section is given as a
sum of all of the intermediate state probabilities by a modified Kramers-
Heisenberg formula:

F (ωi n ,ωo u t ) =
ωo u t

ωi n

∑

f

�

�

�

�

∑

n




f
�

�Ĥi n t |n〉 〈n |Ĥi n t |i 〉
En −Ei −ħhωi n − i Γn

�

�

�

�

2

×
Γ f /π

(E f −Ei −ħh (ωi n −ωo u t ))2+ Γ 2
f

(2.35)
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Here |n〉 denotes the intermediate state (core-excited state) with an asso-
ciated intermediate state lifetime Γn .

In the time-resolved experiments that are presented in this thesis, the trans-
mission XAS intensity (IT ) were recorded for the picosecond timescale re-
actions probed by synchrotron generated X-rays. In the short timescale
reactions in Paper A, the TFY were recorded. In order to probe photoin-
duced reactions by time-resolved experiments, the intensity is measured
as a function of time (∆A(ω, t )) according to the following equation:

∆A(ω, t ) = f · [Φ(t )Ip ump e d (ω)− Iunp ump e d (ω)] (2.36)

where f is the fractional population of the excited state, often called the
photolysis yield. [10] The photolysis yield is important because it deter-
mines the total fraction of initially excited molecules. It is dependent on
the total absorption coefficient, ε(ω) from Eq. 2.33, since the magnitude of
ε(ω) is related to the probability of an electronic excitation occurring. The
first time-dependent quantity is the quantum yield of the product, Φ(t ),
which determines the fraction of the excited molecules which go on to form
the photoproduct. In the time-resolved experiment, the intensity of the
pumped sample (Ipumped(ω)) and of the unpumped sample (Iunpumped(ω))
are recorded to determine the subsequent photoinduced dynamics.

Photoelectron spectroscopy:

Photoelectrons have already been discussed in the context of the Auger-
Meitner decay of the core-excited state. However, this process occurs di-
rectly if the photon energy is high enough to overcome the work function
of the material. This is the photoelectric effect:

X +hν=⇒ X ++ e − (2.37)

which yields an ejected electron (e −) from a neutral system (X ) and pro-
duces an ionized system (X +). Expressing the above process in terms of
the energy results in the typical notation involving the binding energy (BE)
of the electron:

K E = hν− [E (X +)−E (X )] = hν−B E (2.38)

The name of the photoelectron spectroscopy (PES used in this context, not
to be confused with potential energy surface) technique is defined by the
source wavelength of the incident photon, hν. For example, wavelengths
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from an X-ray source (XPS) (10-1 nm), an extreme-ultraviolet (XUV-PES)
(<100 nm) or from the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV-PES) (100-200 nm).

In Paper II, a an XUV pulse is used to generate photoelectrons following
an inital photoexcitation by a pump laser pulse. This photoelectron spec-
troscopy “probe” can be used to learn about the evolution of the molecule
in the excited state. This is generalized for an arbitrary set of neutral and
ionized excited states in Fig. 2.3.

a b

Δt

S0

S1

S2

D0

D1

e- KE

S0

S1

S2

e- KE

IC

D0

D1

Figure 2.3: (a) A pump pulse excites the system to the S2 excited state. A
probe pulse ionizes the neutral molecule by exciting the molecule to the
lowest cationic state, D0, where the excess energy results in the photoelec-
tron kinetic energy (KE). (b) Following internal conversion (IC), the excited
molecule non-radiatively decays to S1. The probe interacts with the S1 state
by exciting the molecule to the lowest cationic state, D0, which results in a
shift of the photoelectron kinetic energy.

An initial pump laser pulse photoexcites a molecule to an excited state
(here S2) that evolves in time, changing the potential energy, position and
momenta of the molecule in that state. The probe pulse capable of ion-
izing the molecule (e.g. XUV) ionizes an electron from the excited state
generating a the first cationic state (here D0). The difference in the probe
energy and the cationic state energy determines the kinetic energy of the
photoelectron. If internal conversion (IC) occurs in the excited state, the
molecule transfers excited state population to an excited state or to the
electronic ground state. In Fig. 2.3, the IC to S1 results in a shift in the ki-
netic energy of the photoelectron the first cationic state is generated (here
D0). This method is generally termed time-resolved photoelectron spec-
troscopy (TRPES) [63] and often referred to as time-resolved photoemis-
sion spectroscopy due to the emission of a photoelectron. This is the case
in Paper II, where we probe the lowest cationic state, corresponding to the
ejection of an electron from the highest occupied molecular orbital.

From a computational perspective, the photoelectron spectra generated by
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the probe pulse can be simulated using some of the aforementioned elec-
tronic structure methods. In Paper II, the photoelectron spectra are calcu-
lated for the ground and excited electronic states using CASPT2, where the
valence neutral and cationic states are calculated individually. The proba-
bilities of ionization are approximated as the squares of the Dyson orbital
norms (||φD

iα||
2):

φD
iα =
p

N

∫

ψN−1
α (r2, r3, . . . , rN)ψ

N
i (r1, r2, r3, . . . , rN)d r2d r3 . . . rN . (2.39)

The squares of the Dyson orbital norms weigh the calculated transitions
between the neutral and cationic state. Along with the probe pulse energy,
they determine the photoelectron kinetic energy.
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3. Summary of results

In the subsequent summary we first address the questions concerning the
short time dynamics in Paper I and Paper II in the gas-phase. In the second
part of the summary, we address questions concerning the long time dy-
namics of Fe(CO)5 from a theoretical perspective in Paper III. In the third
part of the summary, we provide a series of joint theoretical and experi-
mental studies (unpublished work and Paper IV), beginning with a time-
resolved Fe L-edge study to elucidate the photoproduct dynamics. In the
final part, we summarize Paper V and Paper VI where we present the struc-
ture and dynamics of an additional iron complex that is defined by large
multiconfigurational effects in its electronic ground state.

Figure 3.1: The transition metal complexes studied in this thesis (top)
along with corresponding solvent molecules studied in relation to each
complex (bottom). Top: ironpentacarbonyl (Fe(CO)5), chromiumhexacar-
bonyl (Cr(CO)6) and the “brown-ring” complex ([Fe(H2O)5(NO)]2+). Bottom:
ethanol (C2H5OH), butane (C4H10) and water (H2O)
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3.1 Short-time dynamics (< 1 ps)

1Fe(CO)5 ~ 100 fs

hν CO

3Fe(CO)4

50 - 100 ps

R-OH

~ 200 fs
R-OH 1Fe(CO)4-(R-OH)

~ 300 fs

Short time (< 1 ps)

As outlined in Sec. 1, we have chosen Fe(CO)5 as a model system to derive
general insights into the structure and reactivity of metal carbonyls. The
short time dynamics studied in this thesis builds on a library of experimen-
tal studies which have attempted to elucidate how the initial wavepacket
dynamics of excited state Fe(CO)5 leads to the release of a CO. As shown
in the scheme above, the release of a CO occurs rapidly (< 100 fs) leading
to the production of Fe(CO)4 in a singlet or triplet state. In Paper I and
II we used ESMD simulations to assign the mechanism that gives rise to
CO release and in doing so we present a characterization of excited state
potential energy surfaces that mediate population transfer in the excited
state. To simplify the picture and simulations of the short time dynamics,
we considered a gas-phase simulation of Fe(CO)5 and only in the singlet
manifold.

3.1.1 Mechanistic insights into the Fe(CO)5 photodissociation pro-
cess following excitation by 266 nm:

The gas-phase dynamics were simulated by the fewest-switches surface
hopping (FSSH) method with the energies and gradients calculated by TDDFT
with the CAM-B3LYP functional and the def2-TZVP basis. Fig.3.2 shows the
frontier molecular orbitals of Fe(CO)5 which give the low-lying valence ex-
cited states. Since the carbonyl ligand is a neutral ligand (i.e. it does not
change the formal oxidation state of the metal), Fe(CO)5 contains an Fe(0)
metal with a d8 occupation. This gives four filled 3d orbitals (3e′ and 10e′′)
and an unoccupied 3d orbital (14a′∗1 ) with mixed 3d-σ∗CO character. Higher
energy unoccupied orbitals form with mixed π∗CO-3d character.

The excitations from the set of occupied orbitals to the set of unoccupied
orbitals are divided into two classes, the metal-to-ligand charge transfer
(MLCT) states and the metal centered (MC) states, where the former give
the optically bright transition in Fe(CO)5. These transitions are summa-
rized in Tab. 3.1, corresponding to the TDDFT energies of the excited states.
Underlying the optically bright S6 MLCT state is a set of MC and MLCT
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Figure 3.2: Frontier molecular orbitals of Fe(CO)5 that give rise to the valence
electronic transitions. Transitions formed between the occupied 3d (3e′ and
10e′′) orbitals and the unoccupied π∗CO-3d (4e′′∗) orbitals result in the opti-
cally bright MLCT state being populated by a 266 nm pulse. The simplified
mechanistic picture of the excited state decay is shown on the right. Adapted
from Paper I.

states that are not populated in the Franck-Condon region. However, as
shown in Fig. 3.2, the initially populated S6 MLCT state is subject to decay
to the lower MC states.

State TDDFT (eV) Osc. str. Character
1A′′1 (MLCT) 3.89 0.000 10e′ −→ 4e′′∗
1E ′ (MC) 3.97 0.000 10e′ −→ 14a′∗1
1E ′′ (MLCT) 4.17 0.000 10e′ −→ 4e′′∗
1A′′2 (MLCT) 4.40 0.067 10e′ −→ 4e′′∗

Table 3.1: The calculated CAM-B3LYP/def2-TZVP excited state energies of
Fe(CO)5 at the optimized D3h geometry.
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To simulate this process, 116 trajectories were initiated in the optically bright
S6 MLCT state. The uncoupled trajectories were allowed to evolve for up
to 600 fs, after which they were terminated. The couplings between the ex-
cited states were treated via a wavefunction overlap approach to approxi-
mate the nonadiabatic couplings.

Our results address a question of whether the dissociation of F e (C O )5 oc-
curs via an axial or equatorial CO mechanism. We find that 110 of the 116
trajectories dissociate a single CO ligand, where 94 trajectories follow an
axial mechanism and 16 follow an equatorial mechanism. We find that the
initially excited molecules experience a symmetric stretching which elon-
gates the already longer (0.1 Å) axial Fe-C distances, translating into a faster
dissociation for the axial CO ligands. To translate this into a general mech-
anism, we consider the following scheme in Fig. 3.3

Figure 3.3: Oscillations in the metal-to-ligand charge-transfer (MLCT) state,
coloured blue, and the periodic depletion of those states to metal-centered
(MC) state of dissociative character, coloured red. Adapted from Paper I.

In Fig. 3.3, the potential energy surfaces are taken from the CAM-B3LYP/def2-
TZVP calculations, plotted along the two axial Fe-C coordinates. The sym-
metric axial stretching of Fe(CO)5 in the MLCT state results in periodic
bursts of population transfer to the lower MC states (shown here as a single
state). We find that on those states, either axial CO is capable of dissociat-
ing. We find that the population of the MC states are essential in causing
the dissociation. This is because the lower MC states are formed by excita-
tion from the occupied 3d orbitals into the unoccupied 14a′∗ orbital. This
orbital is inherently anti-bonding with respect to the iron (3dz2 ) and CO (σ)
orbitals. The result is a set of dissociative excited states that give release of
a CO.

We examine this excited state reaction mechanism by considering all singly
dissociating Fe(CO)5 trajectories and tracking the Fe-C distances for all dis-
sociating CO ligands. In Fig. 3.4(a-b), the Fe-C oscillations are shown as a
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Figure 3.4: (a-b) The scatter plot of the Fe-C oscillations for all axially dis-
sociating CO ligands. The scatter points indicate the data points originating
from the (a) dissociative (red) and (b) bound (blue) states. (c) The average
potential energies for all ground and excited states of Fe(CO)5 at each Fe-C
distance for all axially dissociating CO ligands. (d) The fraction of Fe(CO)5 as
a function of time based on the point of no return criteria of 2.5 Å for the axi-
ally dissociating CO ligands. A composite figure adapted from data in Paper
I and Paper II.

function of time, while the red/blue scatter points show the state specific
contributions to the Fe-C oscillations for the S1−S4 and S5−S9 adiabatic
electronic states, respectively. In Fig. 3.4(a), the lower S1−S4 states are
shown to be dissociative, while in Fig. 3.4(b), the higher states are shown
to be bound.

From each trajectory, we plotted the average potential energies for all adi-
abatic electronic states, at all times in Fig. 3.4(c). These average poten-
tials provided an insight into the type of state: bound (blue) or dissocia-
tive (red), allowing for a general picture of bound oscillations leading to
periodic population transfer to the lower dissociative states. Returning to
Fig. 3.4(b), the red scatter plots for all of the bound states in Fig. 3.4(c) cor-
roborate this view by showing that these states (S5−S9) are indeed bound.
Finally, we address the dissociation times of Fe(CO)5 by considering an ar-
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bitrary threshold of dissociation. To do so, we performed a rolling average
of the Fe-C oscillations to damp fast CO stretching modes and found that
for all trajectories, the value of 2.5 Å was the point of no return for each dis-
sociating Fe-C bond. We had to use a rolling average of the Fe-C distances
since some distances passed the 2.5 Å threshold due to CO contractions
coupled to Fe-C elongations, however, the molecules remained bound. By
removing these fast oscillations, we were able to obtain the actual time at
which the Fe-C distance reached a point of no return.

Using this measure of bond dissociation, the fraction of Fe(CO)5 and Fe(CO)4
is plotted in Fig. 3.4(d), where the semi-transparent red line indicates the
point at which the populations are equal. We find an initial delay time of
approximately 45 fs to be related to the synchronous axial Fe-C stretching
in the bound (S5−S9) excited states, followed by a prompt dissociation on
the lower dissociative (S1−S4) excited states.
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3.1.2 Excited state dissociation times of Fe(CO)5 and Cr(CO)6 fol-
lowing excitation by 266 nm:

The analysis performed on the excited state dynamics of Fe(CO)5 provided
a toolkit to study another well know and often compared system: chromi-
umhexacarbonyl or Cr(CO)6 . It has been shown by Fuß et al. [30], that the
excited state dynamics of Cr(CO)6 is considerably faster than Fe(CO)5 and
has been attributed to a rapid IC to the MC states, involving Jahn-Teller dis-
tortions. [48] To date, the excited state dynamics using FSSH have been de-
tailed by Barbatti et al., [20]using TDDFT to generate the potential energies
and forces guiding the trajectories. There, they used the B3LYP functional
and the TZVPP all electron basis set. To make an accurate comparison to
Fe(CO)5, we reproduced their results using the CAM-B3LYP functional and
the def2-TZVP basis set for the Cr(CO)6 surface hopping simulations.

Before the dynamics results can be discussed, it is meaningful to provide
and overview of the orbitals and transitions involved in Cr(CO)6. Like Fe(CO)5,
Cr(CO)6 contains a formally neutral metal atom Cr(0), which in this case,
has a d6 occupation. As shown in Fig. 3.5, this results in triply degenerate
occupied 3d orbitals (2t2g) and the higher energy unoccupied 3d orbitals
of 3dz2 and 3dx2−y2 character (not shown). Lying between these occupied
and unoccupied metal centered orbitals are sets of degenerate unoccupied
orbitals of mixed π∗CO-3d character. The lowest energy set of these are the
9t∗1u unoccupied orbitals.

MLCT 1T1u

MLCT 1A2u

MLCT 1Eu

1GS

9t1u
*

2t2g

MLCT 1T2u

Figure 3.5: Frontier molecular orbitals of Cr(CO)6 that give rise to the valence
electronic transitions.

The excitations formed between these sets of orbitals are exclusively de-
scribed as MLCT states. These transitions are summarized in Tab. 3.2, cor-
responding to the TDDFT energies of the excited states. Unlike Fe(CO)5,
there are no MC states underlying the triply degenerate optically bright
S7−S9 MLCT states. Instead, as mentioned, the rapid splitting of the states
by Jahn-Teller distortions lowers the higher energy MC states which can
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become populated outside of the Franck-Condon region (i.e. Cr-C elonga-
tions)

State TDDFT (eV) Osc. str. Character
1Eu (MLCT) 4.339 0.000 2t2g −→ 9t∗1u
1T2u (MLCT) 4.436 0.000 2t2g −→ 9t∗1u
1A2u (MLCT) 4.465 0.000 2t2g −→ 9t∗1u
1T1u (MLCT) 4.842 0.0243 2t2g −→ 9t∗1u

Table 3.2: The calculated CAM-B3LYP/def2-TZVP excited state energies of
Cr(CO)6 at the optimized Oh geometry.

To simulate this process by FSSH simulations of Cr(CO)6, 88 independently
evolving trajectories were initiated in the S7 (44 trajectories) and S8 (44
trajectories) optically bright MLCT states. We reproduce the analysis per-
formed in Fig. 3.4 on Cr(CO)6 in Fig. 3.6.

In Fig. 3.6(a-b) we find a similar dynamics pathway outlined for Fe(CO)5,
where the initially populated states (S7−S8) are within a manifold of bound
states that deplete population to the lower adiabatic states which are dis-
sociative (S1−S3). Like Fe(CO)5, we find Cr-C oscillations occurring on a
period of 90 fs, however, unlike Fe(CO)5, the population to the lower dis-
sociative electronic states is rapid, occurring largely within the first Cr-C
oscillation. Upon inspection of the average potential energy surfaces in
Fig. 3.6(c), we find a possible clear explanation for the rapid decay to be
attributed to the small energetic gap between all of the states and between
the group of bound (S4−S11) and dissociative (S1−S3) states. Since the
coupling of the states via the non-adiabatic couplings in Eq. 2.9 has an
inverse dependence on the gap between two electronic states, the disso-
ciation of Cr(CO)6 is more rapid than Fe(CO)5, as evidenced by the Cr-C
oscillations and in turn the fraction of population in Fig. 3.6(d). Here we
find roughly the same initial delay time of approximately 45 fs before the
first trajectories begin to dissociate. To determine the threshold for disso-
ciation, we applied the same rolling average calculation for all dissociating
Cr-C bonds and found that a threshold of 2.6 Å was the point of no return
for each dissociating Cr-C bond. Given that the Cr-C distances of Cr(CO)6
are only 0.1 Å longer than the Fe-C distances of Fe(CO)5, the magnitudes of
the oscillation are the same and occur on the same time period. We find the
production of Cr(CO)5 to be significantly faster than for Fe(CO)4 as shown
in Fig. 3.6(d), with the fraction of Cr(CO)6 and Cr(CO)5 becoming equal ap-
proximately 50 fs earlier.
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Figure 3.6: (a-b) The scatter plot of the Cr-C oscillations for all dissociating
CO ligands. The scatter points indicate the data points originating from the
(a) dissociative (red) and (b) bound (blue) states. (c) The average potential
energies for all ground and excited states of Cr(CO)6 at each Cr-C distance
for all dissociating CO ligands. (d) The fraction of Cr(CO)6 as a function of
time based on the point of no return criteria of 2.6 Å for the dissociating CO
ligands. A composite figure adapted from data in Paper II
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3.1.3 Probing the excited state lifetimes of Fe(CO)5 and Cr(CO)6 by
photoelectron spectroscopy

The previous sections provided us with a basic understanding of the inher-
ent differences in the excited state dynamics of Fe(CO)5 and Cr(CO)6. Here
we briefly detail the theoretical interpretation of the time-resolved photo-
electron measurements in Paper II, while providing minimal information
of the experimental results. In Fig. 3.7(a-b), the ground state photoelectron
spectra are shown for Fe(CO)5 and Cr(CO)6, respectively. In both spectra,
the lower binding energy peaks correspond to the highest occupied molec-
ular orbitals of 3d character, followed by higher binding energy peaks cor-
responding to ionization from the ligand centered CO π orbitals. We note
here that the spectra highlight the degeneracies of the Fe (3e′′ and 10e′) and
Cr (2t2g) orbitals.

Figure 3.7: Measured steady-state and time-resolved valence photoelectron
spectra of Fe(CO)5 and Cr(CO)6 in the gas phase. (a-b) Steady-state spec-
tra of ground-state Fe(CO)5 and Cr(CO)6 with assigned metal 3d peaks (pho-
toionization from metal 3d orbitals) and CO π peaks (photoionization from
CO π orbitals). (c-d) Time-resolved pump-probe photoelectron intensities
of Fe(CO)5 and Cr(CO)6 following photoexcitation at 266 nm as a function of
pump-probe time delay and up to binding energies of 8 eV just below the
metal 3d peaks of ground-state species (intensities encoded in color accord-
ing to the given color bar, maximum intensities normalized to one by divid-
ing intensities by 1×103 for Fe(CO)5 and by 1×104 for Cr(CO)6, photoelectron
intensities at highest binding energies are saturated in this representation).
Figure and caption adapted from Paper II.

The experimental TRPES for Fe(CO)5 and Cr(CO)6 are shown in Fig. 3.7(c-
d). In these spectra, the difference is centered on the spectral evolution
in the region between 4-6 eV, where for Fe(CO)5 this region persists for a
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longer time relative to Cr(CO)6, as shown by the immediate decay at t=0
in the Cr(CO)6 spectrum. This region in the spectra corresponds to excited
states which lower the binding energy of the highest occupied molecular
orbital.

Our excited state dynamics indicated that there was a generality of the ex-
cited state potential energy surfaces that could be grouped into a manifold
of bound excited states (coloured blue) and a manifold of dissociative ex-
cited states (coloured red). We summarize the potential photoionization
process that occurs from each of these sets of states in Fig. 3.8. Note: the
colour scheme in Paper II is reversed but we switch it here to make a direct
comparison to the dynamics in Paper I.

3d dissociative exicted
bound exicted

Ionized state

ES bound

ES dissociative

GS

Fe/Cr-C

GS

ES
bound

ES
dissociative

HOMO

HOMO

HOMO

Figure 3.8: Schematic of the main photoionization processes and calculated
photoelectron spectra or ground and excited states of Fe(CO)5 and Cr(CO)6.
Left: Schematic depiction of ground state (GS), excited state (ES, bound and
dissociative) and ionized-state potentials as a function of metal (M)-carbon
(C) distance. Right: Simplified molecular-orbital energies and electron pop-
ulations of ground and excited states (bound and dissociative) of Fe(CO)5 and
Cr(CO)6 (HOMO and one higher-lying orbital, arrows indicate photoioniza-
tion of the “active electron” in the highest-lying occupied molecular orbital).
Figure and caption adapted from Paper II.

We briefly discussed the nature of the photoelectron spectrum defined in
Sec. 2.4.1 as it pertains to the excited state dynamics. Here we find that
all of the species have the same final state corresponding to the ionization
of the photoelectron from either the ground state HOMO or from a for-
merly unoccupied orbital. In the right panel of Fig. 3.8 we summarize this
effect as a shifting of the photoelectron kinetic energy as the excited state
molecules undergo internal conversion from the higher bound states to the
lower dissociative states. To quantify this, we considered a CASSCF wave-
function with an active space containing the occupied 3d orbitals and the
low-lying unoccupied valence orbitals that possess CO-π∗ character. This
corresponded to a CAS(10e,10o) wavefunction which we used as a refer-
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ence in a subsequent CASPT2 calculation. For the lowest 10 singlet states
and the first 100 doublet states, we simulated the photoelectron spectra of
Fe(CO)5 and Cr(CO)6 shown in Fig. 3.9 with intensities of the transitions
obtained from the Dyson orbital norms defined in Eq. 2.39.

a b

Figure 3.9: Calculated valence photoelectron spectra of ground states
(black), bound excited states (red) and dissociative excited states (blue) of
Fe(CO)5 and Cr(CO)6 for the indicated metal-carbon distances, plotted up to
the 3d peaks of the ground-state species. Figure and caption adapted from
Paper II.

In addition, we considered a two geometries from a rigid scan of the ax-
ial Fe-C carbonyl distance (Fig. 3.9(a)) and a Cr-C distance (Fig. 3.9(b)).
These correspond to the equilibrium bond distances in the top panel and a
0.5 Å elongation of each bond. Our results show that as the bonds are elon-
gated, the photoelectron kinetic energies decrease and the binding ener-
gies increase. These theoretical results map on to the findings from the ex-
perimental TRPES measurement, which despite the long time-resolution
(180 fs FWHM pump-probe overlap), is capable of probing the presence of
excited state dynamics in both complexes.

In a conclusion to the work, we find in Paper II that the excited state dy-
namics simulations and simulations of the photoelectron spectra offer im-
portant insights such as dissociation times, electronic populations and ex-
planation of probes.
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3.2 Long time dynamics (1 ps - 1 ns)

1Fe(CO)5 ~ 100 fs

hν CO

3Fe(CO)4

50 - 100 ps

R-OH

~ 200 fs
R-OH 1Fe(CO)4-(R-OH)

~ 300 fs

Long time (50 - 100 ps)

3.2.1 Photoproduct dynamics simulations of Fe(CO)4 in ethanol so-
lution

The computational tools employed in this thesis cannot (presently) track
the formation of Fe(CO)4 in the singlet and triplet states from Fe(CO)5. In-
stead, we investigate the photoproducts directly by means of AIMD sim-
ulations. To do so, we assume that these transient photoproducts which
persist for some 50-100 ps are in a thermal equilibrium, with Fe(CO)4 in
the singlet and triplet states having shed excess vibrational energy result-
ing from the initial excitation of Fe(CO)5. We performed the dynamics of
Fe(CO)5, 1Fe(CO)4 and 3Fe(CO)4 to understand how the reactants and tran-
sient products are equilibrated in the bulk liquid.

Fig. 3.10(a) shows the radial distribution functions (RDFs) or g(r) for the
three simulations. By excluding the CO carbon and oxygen indices, we cal-
culated the g(r) for all iron and ethanol coordinations. Our results find that
Fe(CO)5 is non-reactive with ethanol, as indicated by the lack of well de-
fined structure in the g(r). We find that 1Fe(CO)4 forms a tightly bound
bond with an ethanol molecule via the hydroxyl (-OH) group, as indicated
by the sharp peak in the g(r). Finally, we find that 3Fe(CO)4 forms a weakly
bound complex with an ethanol at a distance, as indicated by the broad but
well defined peak centered around 3 Å. Fig. 3.10(b) shows the representa-
tive structures obtained from the liquid simulations. Our simulations in-
dicate that 1Fe(CO)4-OH can either coordinate via the axial or equatorial
position, where we find a short (few ps) coordination in the equatorial po-
sition. In Fig. 3.10(c), the binned Kohn-Sham energies for the two Fe(CO)4
simulations indicate that lowest energy structures of Fe(CO)4 in ethanol
exist in the singlet state bound to an ethanol molecule.

Based on the g(r) for the Fe−OH distance, we find the Fe-O coordinate to
be a key variable in connecting the two simulations. Through DFT opti-
mization and upon inspection of the representative structures in Fig. 3.10(b),
we additionally find the axial C-Fe-C angle to be an additional variable in
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3Fe(CO)4···OH

Figure 3.10: (a) Radial distribution functions g(r) sampled from the 1Fe(CO)5,
1Fe(CO)4-OH and 3Fe(CO)4 simulations. The coordination around the iron
complexes are seen in g(r) for Fe-HO, Fe-OH , Fe-HC and Fe-CH . Results for
1Fe(CO)5 are coloured black, for 1Fe(CO)4-OH are coloured green and for
3Fe(CO)4 are coloured pink. (b) The distribution of the potential energies
from the 1Fe(CO)4-OH and 3Fe(CO)4 simulations, following the same colour
scheme. Both energy distributions are area normalized and the mean of the
singlet trajectory is used as reference energy. (c) Representative snapshots
from each AIMD simulations, from which two distinct configurations are ob-
served in the 1Fe(CO)4−OH simulation. Figure and caption adapted from Pa-
per III.

connecting the two simulations. In Fig. 3.11, we plot the C-Fe-C angles for
the two simulations to show that in addition to the Fe-O distance, there is
indeed a second well defined variable.

The analysis of our simulations address the main structural features that
would govern the ISC between the singlet and triplet states of Fe(CO)4. In
the forthcoming section, our experimental data suggests a depletion of the
triplet state on the order of ≈ 50 ps, concurrent with the rise in the singlet
state. In this study, however, we lack the computational tools to determine
the rate of ISC or the true mechanistic pathway.

The hydroxyl (-OH) and alkyl (-CH) bonds in ethanol permit the possibility
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Figure 3.11: The C-Fe-C axial angles in from the 1Fe(CO)4 and 3Fe(CO)4 AIMD
simulations. Adapted from Fig. 5(a) in Paper III

of two coordination sites with Fe(CO)4. In the forthcoming section, our ex-
perimental data and associated theoretical simulations suggest the possi-
bility of a transiently populated alkyl coordination with Fe(CO)4 that inter-
converts to the hydroxyl coordination described in Fig. 3.10. We explored
this type of coordination by restraining coordination to the alkyl sites of the
ethanol, followed by a release and unsupervised equilibration. The results
of this type of coordination are presented in Fig. 3.12.

Here we show an explicit comparison between the hydroxyl coordination
to highlight the differences. Our results can answer a question of if there
a preferential association of one type of bonding? We find that both types
of bonding are possible (confirming the experimental hypothesis in the
forthcoming experimental section), however, as indicated by the experi-
mental results, the alkyl coordination is likely formed transiently en route
to the hydroxyl coordination. This is evidenced by the shifts in the Kohn-
Sham energy distributions in Fig. 3.12(b), where the hydroxyl coordination
(green) is the more stable species in the singlet state when compared to the
corresponding alkyl coordination (red/orange). We attribute this transient
coordination to the inherent weakness of the alkyl coordination relative to
the hydroxyl coordination. As shown in Fig. 3.12(c), the coordination of the
C-H group occurs via the bondingσ-molecular orbital, rather than from a
lone pair of electrons. This type of bonding occurs with a non-linear Fe-H-
C angle that reduces the overlap between the molecular orbitals on each
fragment.
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Figure 3.12: (a) Radial distribution functions g(r) sampled from the 1Fe(CO)4-
OH (reproduced from Fig. 3.10), 1Fe(CO)4-HCα and 1Fe(CO)4−HCβ simula-
tions. The coordination around the iron complexes are seen in g(r) for Fe-HO,
Fe-OH , Fe-HC and Fe-CH . The distances from 1Fe(CO)4−OH are coloured
green, from 1Fe(CO)4-HCα are coloured orange and from 1Fe(CO)4−HCβ
are coloured red. (b) The distribution of the potential energies from the
1Fe(CO)4-OH (reproduced from Fig. 3.10), 1Fe(CO)4-HCα and 1Fe(CO)4-HCβ
simulations, following the same colour scheme. All energy distributions are
area normalized to account for the differences in simulation length. (c) Rep-
resentative snapshots from the AIMD simulations for the two distinct minima
observed between the Fe-CH coordinated simulations. Figure and caption
adapted from Paper III.
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3.2.2 Probing transient species following photodissociation of Fe(CO)5
by picosecond L-edge spectroscopy

In Paper III we found that there existed many distinct structures of Fe(CO)4
in the singlet state and in particular, the large difference in bonding types
between the singlet and triplet states. This provides a suitable foundation
for experimental comparison. In the following section, the long time dy-
namics are probed by Fe L-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy. The mea-
surements were performed at the UE52-SGM beamline at the BESSY II stor-
age ring (HZB, Berlin) [26] where the photoinduced dynamics of Fe(CO)5
were initiated by 258 nm pump pulse and subsequently probed by Fe 2p→
3d L-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy. These results are summarized in
Fig. 3.13.

Figure 3.13: Top: Unpumped Fe 3d L-edge XAS spectrum (denoted “steady-
state”) shown in black and the RAS(14,1,2;3,4,7)/TZVP simulated spectrum
for Fe(CO)5 optimized in D3h symmetry. Bottom: The two transient spectra
at t = 0 ps (orange) and t = 1000 ps (blue) following excitation by a 258 nm
femtosecond pump pulse. These correspond to the differences between the
pumped and unpumped spectra.

The Fe 3d L-edge XAS spectrum corresponding to the “unpumped” Fe(CO)5
shows a pre-edge feature centered at 710.5 eV and a main edge feature
centered at 712.5 eV. To assess this, Fe L-edge XAS spectra were simulated
by a RASSCF wavefunction. The active space was constructed by plac-
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ing the three 2p orbitals in RAS1 allowing for at most 1 hole, four occu-
pied orbitals in RAS2 and seven unoccupied oritals in RAS3 allowing at
most 2 particles into the subspace. The resulting wavefunction is denoted
RAS(14,1,2;3,4,7). The analysis of simulated RASSCF spectra assign the pre-
edge feature to a 2p → 3dz2 “LUMO” transition and the main edge to a
2p→ e′′∗ (see Fig. 3.2 in Sec. 3.1.1) and to higher energyπ∗C O orbitals.

The release of CO by the pump laser pulse results in the dynamics of Fe(CO)4
in the singlet and triplet ground states. The bottom panel of Fig. 3.13 shows
two transient spectra recorded at t = 0 ps and t = 1000 ps, where the t =
0 ps is recorded for a time at 45 ps within the time-resolution of the probe
pulse width (90 ps). We find the depletion of the steady-state spectrum and
a shifting of the pre-edge to lower energies. This produces a small region
containing two peaks at 709.5 eV and 708.5 eV and a distinctly separated
peak at 707 eV. At the long time delay, the first peak at 709.5 eV increases,
the second peak at 708.5 eV remains in place and the low energy peak at
707 eV decreases. We explore the identity of the peaks based on the indi-
cations from the AIMD simulations in the previous section. To do this we
simulate the Fe 3d L-edge XAS spectrum for the 3Fe(CO)4 (green) 1Fe(CO)4-
CH EQ (blue) and 1Fe(CO)4-OH AX (red) species in Fig. 3.14.

Figure 3.14: Top: the RAS(14,1,2;3,4,7)/TZVP simulated spectrum for
3Fe(CO)4 (green) 1Fe(CO)4-CH EQ (blue) and 1Fe(CO)4-OH AX (red) opti-
mized in C1 symmetry. Bottom: The transient spectra at t = 0 ps (orange).
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Our simulated spectra indicate that the main species identified in the AIMD
simulations map well onto the measured spectra. All spectra are given a
baseline energy shift corresponding to the alignment of the Fe(CO)5 sim-
ulated spectrum to the steady state spectrum in Fig. 3.13. In Fig. 3.15 we
display the transient spectra for t = 1000 ps.

Figure 3.15: Top: the RAS(14,1,2;3,4,7)/TZVP simulated spectrum for
3Fe(CO)4 (green) 3Fe(CO)3-OH (orange) and 1Fe(CO)4-OH AX (red) optimized
in C1 symmetry. Bottom: The transient spectra at t = 0 ps (orange) and
t = 1000 ps (blue).

In the previous section we found that the 1Fe(CO)4-OH AX configuration
was the most stable species between the possible coordination types of
1Fe(CO)4. By 1000 ps we therefore expect this species to be the dominant
complex in solution. Our simulated spectra corroborate this view, as the
spectral features at 709.5 eV increase. In addition we find that the triplet
peak “persists” but that the position shifts to higher energy. In light of the
reaction scheme in Fig. 1.2, we expect that by 1000 ps, that the triplet would
have ISC to the singlet state within at least 100 ps. Instead we propose
based on previous data, [45] that 3Fe(CO)4 loses an addition CO through
a thermal process to coordinate the ethanol via the hydroxyl group. This
yields a new transient complex not found in the AIMD simulations which
corresponds to 3Fe(CO)3-OH, coordinating an ethanol via the hydroxyl group.

Our results are preliminary and in the next section we explore a more com-
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plete analysis of the Cr 3d L-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy which
employs the same tools used in this section. Nevertheless we find a util-
ity in identifying transient reactive metal complexes from quantum chem-
istry optimization and molecular dynamics simulation so that we can sim-
ulate their spectral signatures. Our work builds on a library of experimental
studies, however, there is a particular value in allowing theoretical simula-
tion to predict and identify the transient species that are needed to disen-
tangle experimental spectra.
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3.2.3 Probing transient species of photodissociated Cr(CO)6 by pi-
cosecond L-edge spectroscopy

The photoinduced dynamics of Cr(CO)6 in solution follow a similar mech-
anistic pathway to Fe(CO)5 as shown in Fig. 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: The photochemical pathways of Cr(CO)6 following the photoin-
duced release of CO. Reproduced from Scheme 3 in Paper IV.

In alkane solution, the vibrationally hot photoproduct Cr(CO)5 persists in
the liquid until it coordinates an alkane molecule via the alkane (-HC) bond.
Like the alkyl coordination in Fe(CO)4, this is a three center, two electron
bond that forms between the C-H σ-bond and an unoccupied chromium
3d orbital. In competition with alkyl coordination is a possibility of gemi-
nate recombination, [2] whereby the released CO re-coordinates the pho-
toproduct Cr(CO)5 to yield the starting molecule Cr(CO)6. This is exclu-
sively an effect of the solvation, where in the gas-phase release of CO from
Cr(CO)6, we do not find evidence of recombination.

The photoinduced CO realease from Cr(CO)6 was initiated by a 259 nm
pump laser and subsequently probed by Cr 2p→ 3d L-edge X-ray absorp-
tion spectroscopy (in range 570 - 595 eV). The spectra corresponding to
“unpumped” Cr(CO)6 are shown in Fig. 3.17(a). In addition, the O 1s→π∗
K-edge spectra were measured in the range 520 - 540 eV. The corresponding
spectra of the unpumped Cr(CO)6 are shown in Fig. 3.17(b).

The Cr L-edge XAS spectra were simulated by a RASSCF wavefunction which
placed the three 2p orbitals in RAS1 allowing for at most 1 hole, five occu-
pied orbitals in RAS2 and 11 unoccupied oritals in RAS3 allowing at most 2
particles into the subspace. The resulting wavefunction is denoted RAS(16,1,2;3,5,11).
This wavefunction resulted in a good agreement with the experimental spec-
trum and provided a basis to study the reaction coordinate.

Two time-resolved spectra were obtained for both the Cr L-edge and the
O K-edge, though we will only detail the findings in relation to the L-edge
here. The time-resolved spectra recorded at a time delay of 90 ps and 50 ns
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Figure 3.17: Steady-state X-ray absorption spectra of Cr(CO)6 in octane so-
lution measured at the (a) Cr L-edge and (b) O K-edge compared with calcu-
lated spectra at the RASSCF and TD-DFT level of theory, respectively. Figure
and caption adapted from Fig. 4 in Paper IV.

as shown in Fig. 3.18 and show essentially the same spectral features. The
ground state spectral features are depleted and there is a pre-edge feature
shifted to lower energy at 574.9 eV.

In addition to the RASSCF calculations of Cr(CO)6 we optimized Cr(CO)5
and Cr(CO)5-butane so that we could simulate their XAS spectra. Butane
was chosen instead of octane to reduce the computational cost. The same
RASSCF active space was optimized for the two additional complexes and
we show the Cr(CO)5 spectrum in red and the Cr(CO)5-butane spectrum in
blue. We find that like the Fe L-edge XAS in Sec. 3.2.2 show a spectral de-
pendence on the coordination of the metal complex, the same holds true
for the complexation of Cr(CO)6. The simulated spectra show that low-
est energy feature of Cr(CO)6 shifts down in energy for Cr(CO)5 and then
shifts back up in energy following coordination of a solvent molecule to
form Cr(CO)5-butane. We note here that the shift down in energy is larger
than the shift up in energy, which is largely attributed to the strength of the
bond which forms between Cr(CO)5 and a ligand (CO vs. butane).

By disentangling our RASSCF results, we find that the reason for the shift-
ing pre-edge feature is due to the shifts in orbital energies. The LUMO of
Cr(CO)5 shifts down in energy after the octahedral symmetry of Cr(CO)6 is
broken. This LUMO is increased in energy following a stabilization of the
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Figure 3.18: Experimental and calculated transient Cr L-edge X-ray absorp-
tion difference spectra of Cr(CO)6 in octane solution. Figure partially repro-
duced from Fig. 5 in Paper IV.

bonding molecular orbital pair when the metal-alkane σ-bond is formed.
While the free Cr(CO)5 is not observed experimentally, in Paper IV, the
vibrationally hot Cr(CO)5 is observed in the transient absorption spectra
within the first picosecond. We anticipate that these shifts in orbital ener-
gies and hence the shifts in spectral features of the L-edge spectra would
be revealed with femtosecond resolution.
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3.3 From CO to NO

In a larger context, carbonyl dissociation from a metal complex is often
grouped into a class of carbonyl containing molecules called photoinduced
CO releasing molecules (PhotoCORMs). [57; 72] These have novel appli-
cation in biological systems, where visible light induces a release of CO
into the cells in a targeted release. In doing so the CO is liberated and
the remaining metal complex can bind with an available solvent in the
medium. Another closely related class of molecules replaces the CO with
a nitrosyl (NO) ligand giving the photoinduced NO releasing molecules
(PhotoNORMs). [27] In addition to carbon monoxide and hydrogen sulfide
(H2S), nitric oxides act as signalling molecules in biological systems.[18]
Due to the ease of “liberating” the nitrosyl ligand from the parent metal
complex, transition metal complexes containing nitrosyl ligands have use
in triggered reactions with the surrounding solvent. A complication of metal
nitrosyls is a particular “non-innocence” of the ligand which arises from
the placement of the valence electrons in the metal d-orbitals and the ni-
trosyl π∗ orbitals. The electronic structures of these nitrosyl containing
molecules are often complicated and require a multiconfigurational treat-
ment. To study this class of molecules, we considered the simplest aqueous
iron nitrosyl complex, the “brown-ring” complex or [Fe(H2O)5(NO)]2+.

3.3.1 Dynamics and electronic structure of an aqueous nitrosyl

The “brown-ring” reaction is a standard undergraduate test in a chemistry
lab to determine the presence of nitrates in aqueous solution. Experimen-
tally, the the addition of an aqueous solution of an Fe(II) precursor com-
plex to a solution that contains nitric oxide results in a brown layer at the
liquid-liquid interface: [40–42]

F e (I I )(S = 2) +N O (S = 1/2)⇔ F e (I I )N O (S = 3/2) .

The complex formed in the brown layer between the liquid-liquid interface
is referred to as the “brown-ring” complex. The complex that is formed
weakly binds the nitrosyl, whereby heating or shaking the solution results
in the dissipation of the brown layer. For this reason, the isolated “brown-
ring” complex was not isolated until 2019, when Monsch and Klüfers ob-
tained a crystal structure of the salt of the “brown-ring” complex. [44] This
prompted us to simulate the “brown-ring” complex in its quartet ground
state to investigate the structure and dynamics of the complex in aque-
ous solvent. In Paper V we performed liquid AIMD simulations using the
CPMD algorithm at 300 K in the NVT ensemble along with the BP86 pure
DFT functional. We found that there exists a dynamical equilibrium formed
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between the conventional pseudo-octahedral “brown-ring” complex and a
square pyramidal structure upon loss of a coordinating water ligand:

[Fe(H2O)5(NO)]2+⇔ [Fe(H2O)4(NO)]2++H2O . (3.1)

This process is summarized Fig. 3.19, where we found three distinct types
of structures: the conventionally established “brown-ring” complex in a
pseudo-octahedral structure in Fig. 3.19(a), the dissociated pseudo-octahedral
structure in Fig. 3.19(b) and the square-pyramidal structure in Fig. 3.19(c)
that forms a hydrogen bond with the former water ligand.

a b c

Figure 3.19: Snapshots taken from the simulation showing the equilibrium
between [Fe(H2O)5(NO)]2+ and [Fe(H2O)4(NO)]2+ through the exchange of
one H2O. (a) shows the octahedral [Fe(H2O)5(NO)]2+ complex. (b) The in-
termediate state with one equatorial H2O molecule dissociating from the
penta-aqua complex. (c) depicts the formation of the square-pyramidal
[Fe(H2O)4(NO)]2+ complex, Figure and caption adapted from Fig. 1 in Paper
V.

In order to quantify this equilibrium, we constructed RDFs corresponding
to the five shortest Fe-OW distances. We did this in order to see how the wa-
ter ligands solvate the metal center throughout the simulation. In Fig. 3.20,
we show the individually normalized g(r) corresponding to the five closest
water molecules. We found that the fifth water shows a broad distribution
at short distances, indicating that the bond is more “loose” than the other
water ligands and that there is a clear bimodal distribution indicating the
presence of the tetra-aqua coordinated “brown-ring” complex.

We showed in Paper V that while there exists no large energetic difference
between the two structures (> 10 kcal/mol), there was a pronounced ef-
fect on the UV spectrum in relation to the subtle shifts of the occupied and
unoccupied orbitals between the two structures (see Paper V).

We were acutely aware of the mutlireference character of many iron ni-
trosyl complexes and in particular with the “brown-ring” complex. This
knowledge builds on work by Radon et al. [54] and Monsch and Klüfers, [44]
where in the former, the authors provided benchmark CASSCF results de-
tailing contributing electron configurations in the composition of the quar-
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Figure 3.20: Radial distribution functions, g(r), renormalized at the first peak
to enhance features, for the five coordinating water molecules with respect to
the Fe center for the Fe-OW distance. Figure and caption adapted from Fig. 1
in Paper V.

tet and doublet ground states. To address the mutliconfigurational charac-
ter ourselves, we optimized the CASSCF wavefunction corresponding to an
active space shown in Fig. 3.21.

3dz
2

3dx2-y2 3dxy πy πx

πx*πy* 

3dxz3dyz σ 

(1.00) 

(1.00) (1.00) 
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(1.99) 

(0.35) (0.35) 

Figure 3.21: Molecular orbital diagram corresponding to the CAS(13e,10o)
active space used in the NEVPT2 calculations. The natural orbital
occupations corresponding to the SA(1Q+1S)-CAS(13e,10o)/NEVPT2 +
CPCM(water) calculation are displayed above in parentheses. Figure and
caption reproduced from Paper VI.
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The classically established octahedral structure was optimized at the TPSSh/def2-
TZVP+CPCM(water) level of theory and then an active space was selected
for the CASSCF calculation that contained the iron 3d orbitals and the rel-
evant bonding and antibonding nitrosyl σ, π and π∗ orbitals. This level of
theory is formally denoted CAS(13e,10o)/def2-TZVP + CPCM(water) and
hereafter we simply refer to it as CAS(13e,10o). Shown in above each orbital
are the natural orbital populations. We can see immediately that the non-
zero occupations of the unoccupied orbitals are indicative of this “non-
innocence” of the coordinating nitrosyl. This non-innocence of the nitro-
syl ligand is a direct result of the multiconfigurational character in the quar-
tet ground state. In Eq. 3.2, we display the set of electron configurations
which make up the quartet ground state wavefunction.

4Ψ1 (53.9 % ) : (σ)2(πy )
2(πx )

2(dx z )
2(dy z )

2(dz 2 )↑(dx y )
↑(dx 2−y 2 )↑(π∗y )

0(π∗x )
0

4Ψ2 (13.6 % ) : (σ)2(πy )
2(πx )

2(dx z )
2(dy z )

↑(dz 2 )↑(dx y )
↑(dx 2−y 2 )↑(π∗y )

↓(π∗x )
0

4Ψ3 (12.5 % ) : (σ)2(πy )
2(πx )

2(dx z )
↑(dy z )

2(dz 2 )↑(dx y )
↑(dx 2−y 2 )↑(π∗y )

0(π∗x )
↓

4Ψ4 (6.5 % ) : (σ)2(πy )
2(πx )

2(dx z )
↑(dy z )

↑(dz 2 )↑(dx y )
↑(dx 2−y 2 )↑(π∗y )

↓(π∗x )
↓

4Ψ5 (5.3 % ) : (σ)2(πy )
2(πx )

2(dx z )
2(dy z )

0(dz 2 )↑(dx y )
↑(dx 2−y 2 )↑(π∗y )

2(π∗x )
0

(3.2)

We found that the electron configuration which would place all electrons
within the Fe 3d orbitals (4Ψ1) only accounts for 53.9% of the ground state
wavefunction, meaning that the nitrosyl plays an active role in determining
the composition of the ground state wavefunction. By contrast, we found
the sextet ground state to be predominantly described by a single electron
configuration, 6Ψ1 which involved

6Ψ1 (88.5 % ) : (σ)2(πy )
2(πx )

2(dx z )
2(dy z )

↑(dz 2 )↑(dx y )
↑(dx 2−y 2 )↑(π∗y )

↑(π∗x )
0

6Ψ2 (2.9 % ) : (σ)2(πy )
2(πx )

2(dx z )
↑(dy z )

2(dz 2 )↑(dx y )
↑(dx 2−y 2 )↑(π∗y )

0(π∗x )
↑

(3.3)

In an effort to understand the fluctuations in the multiconfigurational char-
acter in both spin states, we reproduced the results of the quartet simula-
tion in Paper VI and repeated the AIMD simulations in sextet ground state.
We found that the main structural differences between the two simulations
were in the description of the Fe-N distance, where on average, the quartet
displayed a shorter Fe-N distance. Based on these structural differences,
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we were motivated to probe the Fe-N distance coordinate in order to con-
nect the two spin states. To do this, we return to an “isolated system” based
on the TPSSh/def2-TZVP+CPCM(water) optimized structure. A rigid scan
was constructed over the Fe-N distance corresponding to 1.62–3.27 Å, by
taking the optimized structure and performing displacements. Based on
these rigid scan geometries we determined the CAS(13e,10o) wavefunc-
tion in the quartet and sextet ground states simultaneously. In this state-
averaged CASSCF calculation, denoted SA(1Q+1S)-CAS(13e,10o), we addi-
tionally performed a NEVPT2 calculation on the CASSCF reference states.
The results of this rigid scan are shown in Fig. 3.22(a).

Figure 3.22: State properties for a rigid scan along the Fe–N scan cal-
culated for the quartet (blue) and sextet (red) states at the SA(10Q+9S)-
CAS(13e,10o)/NEVPT2 level of theory. (a) Potential energy curves of the elec-
tronic states. The ground state quartet and sextet states are shown bolded,
with all excited states shown more transparent. (b) Weights of leading quartet
electron configurations 4Ψ1 (solid blue), 4Ψ2 (dot-dashed blue), 4Ψ3 (dashed
blue) and 4Ψ5 (dotted blue) and the leading sextet electron configurations 6Ψ1

(solid red) and 6Ψ2 (dashed red). Figure and caption partially adapted from
Paper VI.

It is immediately clear that the quartet (blue) and sextet (red) ground states
are connected by the Fe-N distance. In Fig. 3.22(a) we additionally calcu-
late 9 quartet and 8 sextet excited states (shown semi-transparent) to high-
light the possibility of state degeneracies. Based on the CASSCF wavefunc-
tion, we extracted the electron configurations corresponding to Eq. 3.2 and
Eq. 3.3 from the quartet and sextet ground states, respectively. The results
of this scan are shown in Fig. 3.22(b). The quartet weights displayed cor-
respond to 4Ψ1 (solid blue), 4Ψ2 (dot-dashed blue), 4Ψ3 (dashed blue) and
4Ψ5 (dotted blue). The sextet weights displayed correspond to 6Ψ1 (solid
red) and 6Ψ2 (dashed red). We find a few important points upon analysis
of this scan. The sextet state is essentially described by a single electron
configuration, with a small deviation at very short distances. The quartet
state becomes even more multiconfigurational as the Fe-N bond is elon-
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gated until it becomes dominated by a single electron configuration at the
end of the scan.

We re-connect the rigid Fe-N scan to the AIMD simulations by means of
a structural sampling. The sampling scheme consisted of 100 randomly
sampled geometries from each of the quartet and sextet simulations. Within
the 100 points sampled, 50 corresponded to the pseudo-octahedral “brown-
ring” complex and 50 corresponded to the hydrogen bonded square-pyramidal
complex defined in Eq. 3.1. We display the results of this sampling in Fig. 3.23,
where the pseudo-octahedral “brown-ring” configurations are coloured red
and the square-pyramidal “brown-ring” configurations are coloured blue.
Additionally the points sampled from the quartet simulation are bold while
those from the sextet simulation are hollow.

Figure 3.23: Difference in NEVPT2 energies (sextet–quartet) for geometries
sampled from the quartet and sextet trajectories. The penta-aqua sam-
pled geometries are shown in red and the tetra-aqua sampled geometries
are shown in blue. The geometries sampled from the quartet trajectory are
shown as solid, while the geometries sampled from the sextet trajectory are
shown to be hollow. The difference in energy taken from the model potentials
in Figure 5a is shown by the dashed black line. Figure and caption reproduced
from Paper VI.

In Fig. 3.23(a) we re-express the quartet and sextet ground state energies as
a difference energy (dashed line) so that the geometric distortions induced
by the bulk liquid can be subtracted off from each state. Following this, the
sampled geometries show a distinct correlation with the rigid Fe-N scan
energies. We similarly find an excellent agreement with the sampled elec-
tron configuration weights in Fig. 3.23(b). Using this data, we examined
other possible correlations, Fe-N-O angle, N-O distance, Fe-OW etc. with
the electronic properties but found no similar agreement. One takeaway
is that the penta-aqua and tetra-aqua complexes do not change the elec-
tronic structure significantly and instead the large changes in electronic
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structure are contained within the FeNO moiety.

To summarize, we find a particular utility in doing AIMD simulations such
that mechanistic information (Paper V) and structural comparisons (Paper
VI) can be elucidated. Our supporting quantum chemistry calculations
and structural sampling enabled the study of a multiconfigurational wave-
function encoded within the liquid dynamics.
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4. Conclusion and outlook

In this thesis, we have studied some fundamental ingredients in homoge-
neous catalytic reactions. We have done this so that we can learn about
the changes in electron configuration, in spin states, in coordination, and
in solvation that result when a metal complex begins a catalytic reaction.
These changes are largely related to the initial steps in the reaction which
cause a metal complex to become undercoordinated, resulting in a reactive
metal center. Through a combination of quantum chemistry calculations
and molecular dynamics simulations, we have defined a toolkit to study
the dynamics of these complexes and in particular our model metal car-
bonyl system Fe(CO)5.

High-level electronic structure methods based on primarily multiconfig-
urational and density functional methods have allowed us to characterize
the various photoproducts of Fe(CO)5. In Paper I we were able to derive
the basic excited state mechanisms that showed how synchronized bond
oscillations coupled to CO release are related to the positions of bound and
dissociative states. This provided a mechanistic insight and reason to ex-
plore other metal carbonyls, in particular the comparison that we made
to Cr(CO)6 in Paper II. By learning the mechanisms of the initial decay, we
can see how CO is released from a metal center, which is important in creat-
ing the undercoordinated metal complexes in a catalytic reaction. We can
use these insights to understand how undercoordinated metal complexes
are formed from a variety of metal complexes that include carbonyls and
other coordinating ligands. By extending the methods to new systems, we
can explore how varying metal-ligand bonding results in different excited
state lifetimes and mechanistic details.

In the long time dynamics, we showed that molecular dynamics simula-
tions are an invaluable tool to understand subtle changes in local bonding
of a metal complex that can catalyze/participate in a reaction. Our results
summarized in Paper III were able to characterize the role of coordination
in the singlet state and the potential solvent mechanisms that lead to the
depletion of the triplet state. These changes in multiplicity and associated
differences in solute-solvent interactions are essential ingredients in a cat-
alytic reactions involving transition metal complexes.
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What we would like to explore in the future are methods which can simu-
late the intermediate fs - ps dynamics, tracking the release of the CO and
the undercoordinated metal complex as it reacts with the available solvent.
In Paper IV we find evidence through time-resolved spectroscopy, that the
initial undercoordinated metal experiences a cooling that precedes the as-
sociation of a solvent molecule. We want to be able to understand for how
long a metal complex remains undercoordinated and when it does become
coordinated, how that decays.

In the final part of the thesis, we offered a “mini-thesis” on the well stud-
ied but intricate electronic structure and dynamics of an aqueous nitrosyl
complex. Our results show the importance of using both molecular dy-
namics simulation and quantum chemistry methods to understand how
metal complexes exist in the liquid and the electronic structures encoded
within. While we did not consider a triggered reaction for the nitrosyl com-
plexes, our results suggest that this kind of analysis would be essential when
performing such calculations. A natural extension of this kind of analysis
would be to the iron porphyrin complex in hemoglobin which is known to
coordinate NO. The toolkit presented in this thesis is well suited for this
kind of system and future work could be heavily motivated by the present
studies.

This thesis sits in a particularly good time for joint theoretical-experimental
collaborations. While we are often motivated to simulate existing experi-
mental probes, we have demonstrated that it is possible to predict future
experimental “question marks”. The capability of probing the reaction co-
ordinate on a timescale of its evolution and with energetic resolution is
only getting better. Our recent work in Paper A shows that large scale facil-
ities such as X-ray free electron lasers are capable of providing the needed
resolution to match the theoretical predictions. In recent years, the com-
putational efficiency of the methods employed in this thesis have improved
such that many of the previously demanding tools can be used to dynam-
ically model the spectra that are being measured. We would like to ex-
tend these methods to a metal complex that completes a full catalytic cy-
cle. A natural type of system involves the rhodium complex (Tp*Rh(CO)2)
described in the introduction and the rhodium complex (CpRh(CO)2) de-
scribed in Paper A. We want to study how the excited states produce the
catalytically active intermediate complex and understand how ground state
spin states, solvation and electron configurations allow for the breaking of
the well studied C-H bond.

From a more personal perspective, I think the results in this thesis can
serve as a platform for unravelling two additional aspects of Fe(CO)5. The
first would be to explore the possibility of solvent exchange mechanisms
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in the coordination of ethanol to Fe(CO)4 in the singlet state. In Paper III
we showed that Fe(CO)4 can exchange solvent molecules as ligands. I am
interested in this because we would be able to state whether an intermedi-
ate metal complex is capable of coordinating multiple solvent molecules in
its lifetime, or if the complex which initially coordinates a solvent molecule
associates only that molecule. This can be directly related to catalysis, where
it is not clear whether solvent exchange mechanisms are present in all parts
of a catalytic cycle. The second ambition would involve the direct simula-
tion of intersystem crossing mechanisms of the intermediate Fe(CO)4. I
want to understand how solvation and spin-orbit coupling direct the in-
tersystem crossing in these systems, in particular how the solvent cage sur-
rounding the triplet Fe(CO)4 facilitates the process.
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Populärvetenskaplig
sammanfattning

För att lära sig något definitivt om vilka omständigheterna som orsakar en
kemisk reaktion, så måste reaktionskoordinaten mellan reaktanterna och
reaktionsprodukten definieras unikt. Reaktanterna, produkter och eventuella
intermediärer behöver karaktäriseras, deras relativa energier bestämmas,
och möjliga mekanistiska reaktionsvägar dem emellan behöver undersökas.
För att kunna kontrollera när reaktionen ska börja, så behöver vi hitta ett
sätta att inducera reaktionen. I denna avhandling behandlas ljusinducer-
ade kemiska reaktioner i vätskelösning som genererar kortlivade kemiska
föreningar som kan reagera med omgivande lösningsmedel. En kombina-
tion av teoretiska och experimentella redskap har använts för att få precis
information of bildande och sönderfall av dessa kortlivade föreningar.

Organometalliska föreningar, där övergångsmetaller koordineras av organ-
iska ligander, kan användas för att katalysera kemiska reaktioner. De är ofta
involverade i reaktionen som del av en reaktionsintermediär och återgår
i sitt normal tillstånd när den katalytiska processen är över. Med en ut-
lösande puls av ljus kan systemet förskjutas från jämvikt, då arrangemanget
av koordinerande ligander ändras, vilket öppnar för olika reaktionsvägar.

I ett försök att förstå de inneboende skillnaderna i ett brett spektrum av
organometalliska komplex, är det naturligt att starta med att undersöka
olika elektronkonfigurationer hos metalljonen och dess omgivande ligan-
der. Distinkta elektronstrukturer ger olika geometri i det organometalliska
komplexet och kan förklara dess reaktivitet eller varför det är kemiskt inert.
För att beskriva elektronstrukturen används robusta kvantkemiska beräkningar,
ofta i kombination med molekyldynamiska simuleringar, där det organomet-
alliska komplexet och dess omgiving kan följas på tidskalan av kemiska
förändringar.

Avhandlingsarbetet har bland annat involverat studier av järnpentakarbonyl
(Fe(CO)5) som varit ett modellsystem för att undersöka det reaktiva land-
skapet i en bred klass av karbonylkoordinerade organometalliska föreningar.
De delar av avhandlingen som fokuserar på Fe(CO)5 är indelad i tre sepa-
rata avsnitt (i) ultrasnabb (femtosekund-till-pikosekond) molykeldynamik



i elektroniskt exciterade tillstånd av Fe(CO)5 i gasfas, där kortlivade met-
allkomplex bildas, (ii) molekyldynamik i vätskelösning på längre tidsskala
(pikosekund-till-nanosekund) i det elektroniska grundtillståndet, där olika
reaktionsintermediärer bildas och (iii) simuleringar av experiment som möjlig-
gör att undersöka de olika dynamiska processerna. Mot slutet av avhan-
dlingen, dras paralleller mellan de väl undersökta karbonyl(CO)föreningarna
och en bred klass av metallkomplex med en nitrosyl(NO)ligand.

Sammanfattningsvis, kan vi mot bakgrund av de teoretiska undersökningarna
formulera meningsfulla frågor om dessa kemiska föreningar och dynamiska
processer, och med entusiasm kan vi tillsammans med våra experimentella
kollegor försöka besvara dessa frågor.

Nyckelord: kvantkemi, elektronstruktur, multikonfigurationell, täthetsfunk-
tionalteori, molekyldynamik, molekyldynamik i exciterade tillstånd, Icke-
adiabatisk dynamik, organometalliska komplex, röntgenabsorptionsspek-
troskopi, fotoelektronspektroskopi, tidsupplöst spektroskopi, femtosekund,
pikosekund
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